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1. Introduction
The Interactive Games and Entertainment Association (IGEA) welcomes the opportunity to respond to
the inquiry into the Australian film and television industry (the inquiry) being conducted by the House
of Representatives Standing Committee on Communications and the Arts (the Committee).
IGEA understands that, from the beginning, this inquiry was solely meant to focus on growing and
sustaining Australia’s film and television industry. It is certainly not IGEA’s intention to dismiss the
legitimate concerns of these two important sectors. However, during several of the inquiry’s recent
public hearings, the video game development industry was brought up and discussed on a few
occasions. This is significant. Even in an inquiry that was never intended to extend to video games,
stakeholders in related creative and screen industries have nevertheless stepped up to voice their
concerns that the Australian games development industry is not receiving any support from the
Federal Government. Being the industry association that represents an increasing number of video
game developers in the country, IGEA would also like to add our voice to the conversation.
Whereas many other screen and creative industries receive some form of federal government support,
ranging from funding mechanisms to multiple tax incentives, the games development industry has
consistently and irrefutably been neglected, forgotten and pushed to one side. We see this in the axing
of the Australian Interactive Games Fund (AIGF). We see this in the over 350-day late response from
the Government to the Senate’s report into the future of the video game development industry. We
also see this in the recent announcement of the Australian screen content review, which too was never
intended to encompass video games, at least until IGEA’s intervention. This content review even spoke
of reviewing “support measures, regulations and incentives currently in place to support the
production and distribution of” Australian screen content. But how many support measures,
regulations or incentives are in place at a federal government level to support the development of
Australian video games? Well, there are none. Absolutely zero. Yet while this disappointing chasm in
support continues to grow, the federal government still finds the time to conduct two separate reviews
designed to improve what already exists and has long existed for other screen and creative industries.
The video games industry is becoming increasingly disenfranchised and frustrated with this state of
affairs and strongly believes now it is time for the industry to finally receive an appropriate and
commensurate level of support. The following submission will aim to convince the Committee of why
this should be the case.
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2. Executive Summary
By way of executive summary, IGEA is of the view that:
•

While the global and Australian video games industry as a whole is performing well, the games
development industry locally faces many challenges and impediments to competing globally
and furthering growth

•

The Australian video games development industry is treated less favourably by the Federal
Government compared to other screen and creative industries, particularly television and film

•

The Standing Committee on Communications and the Arts should adopt the
recommendations of both the Senate Standing Committee on Environment and
Communications and the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Employment,
Education and Training, which include:
o

Introducing a funding scheme for games development based on the axed Australian
Interactive Games Fund (AIGF)

o

Implementing a refundable tax offset for Australian expenditure in developing games

o

Financially contributing towards the creation of shared co-working spaces for games
development

•

The above recommendations are crucial to facilitate the growth and sustainability of
Australia’s video games development industry, for the following reasons:
o

There is clear evidence of funding and tax offset schemes creating many positive
benefits for games developers, including increasing profitability and staff hires

o

Australian games developers are at a severe competitive disadvantage to other
studios, especially internationally, that do receive many forms of Government
support

•

The Australian games sector is becoming increasingly disappointed and disenfranchised by
the Federal Government’s neglect and failure to support the industry over many years. Now
is the time to change this and act to support Australian video games development moving
forward
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3. About IGEA
IGEA is the leading industry association representing the business and public policy interests of
Australian and New Zealand companies in the interactive games industry. IGEA’s members publish,
market, develop and/or distribute interactive games, entertainment content and related hardware.

4. State of the Interactive Games Industry
To be able to understand the many challenges Australia’s game development industry experiences
today, it will first be important to understand the state of the industry and games development locally.

A. Global and Australian interactive games industry
The video games industry is one of the fastest growing entertainment industries and generates more
revenue than the movie and music industries.1 According to PwC’s Entertainment and Media Outlook:2
•

The interactive games industry globally was worth AUD$124.9 billion in 2016, with forecasts
of AUD$140.2 billion in 2017 and AUD$185.7 billion in 2021.

•

The filmed entertainment industry globally was worth AUD$90.3 billion in 2016, with
forecasts of AUD$89.7 billion in 2017 and AUD$93.3 billion in 2021.

•

The music industry globally was worth AUD$59.5 billion in 2016, with forecasts of AUD$61.7
billion in 2017 and AUD$70.3 billion in 2021.

Australia’s games industry reached a total value of AUD$2.958 billion in 2016, a 4% increase from the
previous year. 3 This incorporates retail sales of AUD$1.065 billion and digital sales of AUD$1.893
billion, with the latter increasing by 19% year-on-year. Mobile games, digital downloads and
subscriptions continued to grow significantly in 2016, with sales increasing to AUD$988 million (up
14%), AUD$762 million (up 26%) and AUD$143 million (up 23%) respectively. PwC forecasts the
Australian games industry to outperform filmed entertainment in overall sector value and consumer
spend in 2017. 4 There are also high levels of engagement with video games by Australians. Bond

Nasdaq, Investing in Video Games: This Industry Pulls In More Revenue Than Movies, Music (13 June 2016)
<http://www.nasdaq.com/article/investing-in-video-games-this-industry-pulls-in-more-revenue-than-movies-music-cm634585>.
2 PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Australian Entertainment and Media Outlook 2017-2021 (2017) <http://pwcoutlook.com.au/>.
3 IGEA, Taking it up a level: Australian video game industry generates $2.958B in 2016 (28 February 2017)
<http://www.igea.net/2017/02/taking-in-up-a-level-australian-video-game-industry-generates-2-958b-in-2016/>.
4 PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Australian Entertainment and Media Outlook 2017-2021 (2017) <http://pwcoutlook.com.au/>.
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University, in conjunction with IGEA, recently concluded its Digital Australia 2018 study of 3135
individuals, finding that:5
•

97% of homes with children have computer games

•

67% of Australians play video games

•

46% of video game players are female

•

34 years old is the average age of video game players

•

43% of those aged 65 and over play video games

•

89 Minutes is the average daily total of all game play

•

76% say making video games in Australia benefits the Australian economy

For further Australian video game market data in 2016, please refer to Appendix A of this submission.

B. Australian interactive games development
As is clear from the above statistics, the video games industry both globally and in Australia is
performing quite well. However, the situation is significantly different when it comes to the
development or production of video games locally. Australia is known for having a small but diverse
games development sector, comprised mostly of independent studios.6 For 2015-16 in Australia, the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) found:7
•

There were 80 digital game development businesses (down from 84 in 2011-12)

•

Digital game developers employed 734 people (up only from 581 in 2011-12)

•

Developers made AUD$111.1 million in income (up only from AUD$89.4 million in 2011-12)

While these figures do show that there has been some growth in employment and income for
Australian games development recently, there has in fact been a significant contraction in the industry
when compared to earlier years. This is despite the abovementioned growth in both the Australian
and global video games market as a whole.8 Overall, the games development industry in Australia has

IGEA, Digital Australia 2018 DA18 Final (26 July 2017) <http://www.igea.net/digital-australia-2018-da18-final-2/>.
Screen Australia, Playing for Keeps: Enhancing sustainability in Australia’s interactive entertainment industry (2011)
<http://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/24e18b4b-52ab-4c9f-8e4f-54a5fe89f53a/Report-playing-for-keeps.pdf>.
7 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 8679.0 - Film, Television and Digital Games, Australia, 2015-16 (15 June 2017)
<http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/8679.0>.
8 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 8515.0 - Digital Game Development Services, Australia, 2006-07 (8 April 2008)
<http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/8515.0/>.
5
6
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decreased in size between 2006 and 2012,9 with employment dropping to about half of the number
of workers in 2006-2007 (previously 1,431) and total income reducing from AUD$136.9 million. Many
major games developers and publishers closed or severely downsized their Australian development
offices over the years. This pushed the Australian development industry to become more so
compromised of smaller, independent studios, which has been described as a “fractured and small set
of teams”.10 There were several reasons behind these closures, including the 2007-8 global financial
crisis, the appreciation of the Australian dollar and, crucially, the existence of beneficial funding and
tax incentive schemes in other countries.11 It simply became too difficult and costly to develop video
games in Australia and, unfortunately, these problems persist today, working to stifle growth.
Australia’s games development industry sits in contrast to the overall growth of the Australian games
industry more broadly and the increasing engagement by Australians with interactive games. The local
sector starkly differs with countries such as Canada and the United Kingdom, where significantly more
government support is provided towards games development. However, research conducted by IGEA
indicates that Australian game development still has potential as a weightless and ‘clean’ export
industry.12 From a survey of 63 Australian studios, we found that the industry earnt AUD$114.9 million
in 2015-16, with over 81% of revenue derived from overseas markets (see Appendix B). While the
industry is growing slowly on its own, there is a lot of untapped potential. It is here the federal
government can play a role by supporting the industry through a suite of mechanisms, precisely like it
has done for other screen and creative industries over many years, especially TV and film.

C. Impediments to the growth of Australian games development
Even though Australia’s video game development industry punches above its weight and has grown
slowly in recent years, there continues to exist several impediments to growth that must be recognised
by the Committee. Screen Australia has stated that these challenges include falling foreign investment
(which began due to the increasing value of the Australian dollar around 2010) and game development

Senate Standing Committee on Environment and Communications, Game on: more than playing around – The future of Australia's
video game development industry (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report> page 11 (“Senate Game on Report”).
10 Leigh Harris, Flat Earth Games, DA16 – Video Games as a career path (27 July 2015)
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwoZ03AY7Hw>.
11 Senate Game on Report (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report> page 12.
12 Interactive Games and Entertainment Association, Australian game development industry a significant export opportunity (21
December 2016) <http://www.igea.net/2016/12/australian-game-development-industry-a-significant-export-opportunity/>.
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talent being driven offshore.13 Additionally, from 2011 to 2012, the global console market contracted,
with the then generation of hardware reaching maturity (i.e. Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3). This change
lead to a shift of focus by large interactive games publishers towards working on proven franchise
titles, with less attempts to take risks on newer pieces of intellectual property. Screen Australia then
note that, in order to reduce development costs, “publishers are relocating studios to territories that
offer tax incentives or territories with low labour costs, such as China, India and Russia”. 14 The
existence of beneficial tax incentive schemes in countries other than Australia is an absolutely crucial
factor to keep in mind here (see the “Tax Offsets” section below).
Moreover, during the creation of our previous submission to the Senate inquiry on the future of
Australia’s game development industry,

15

IGEA conducted interviews with individuals and

organisations involved in games development in Australia. The interviews confirmed that many
Australian developers continued to face similar challenges as those described above. These include:
•

Inability to access Australian and overseas capital for innovative game development

•

Non-competitive tax structures for interactive games development and production

•

Limited marketing and other general business assistance for the promotion of interactive
games in the global marketplace

•

Loss of talent to overseas markets, particularly North America and Europe, despite the strong
pipeline of new talent through innovative Australian training institutions specialising in
interactive game development and computer science

•

Inadequate broadband infrastructure

IGEA also conducted more recent research on this topic, comprehensively surveying sixty-three of
some of the most successful companies in the Australian video games development industry (which
each earnt at least over $25,000 in FY 2015-16). 16 In addition to showcasing the significant export
potential of the industry, the survey also confirmed that many of the abovementioned challenges
continue to plague Australian game developers today. Predominantly, these challenges include:
•

A lack of government support and understanding

Screen Australia, Australian Interactive Games Fund: Options paper for comment (10 December 2012)
<https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/677b5266-eb3b-4b0f-98a5-54ffc261aabb/Games-Options-Paper-10Dec2012.pdf>.
14 Ibid pages 4-5.
15 IGEA, Submission to Senate Environment and Communications References Committee (8 September 2015)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/DocumentStore.ashx?id=5b5dfdfb-fdd6-4556-957f-e95785c6dc75&subId=401729>.
16 Interactive Games and Entertainment Association, Australian game development industry a significant export opportunity (21
December 2016) <http://www.igea.net/2016/12/australian-game-development-industry-a-significant-export-opportunity/>.
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•

High speed internet access (i.e. NBN)

•

Attracting investment for expansion

•

Early stage development funding

•

Skills shortages

Importantly, the Senate’s Environment and Communications References Committee, in its report
entitled: “Game on: more than playing around – The future of Australia's video game development
industry”, very much agreed that the Australian game development industry has faced significant
challenges.

17

The Committee concluded that, because of the abovementioned closures of

international game development studios in Australia, the industry underwent significant structural
change. With regards to skills shortages, it described both the loss of experienced game development
workers to other sectors and countries, and the reduction in the number of international studios, as
“problematic”. The Committee recognised that “the video game development industry also suffered
a setback as a result of the Australian Government's decision in the 2014–15 Budget to abolish the
Australian Interactive Games Fund (AIGF)”, which it believed to be a sensible investment and a
relatively modest cost to the Government. This decision just exemplifies the above perspective from
games developers that the Australian Government does not understand, and clearly fails to support,
the local game development industry. As described by the Committee, “it is not apparent that the
Government has given explicit attention to interactive game development and the potential for
Australia's future that this industry could provide.” In terms of broadband access, the Committee
noted that due to the lack of high speed internet infrastructure in Australia, game businesses here are
at a competitive disadvantage compared to the rest of the world.18

Senate Game on Report (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report> pages 72-3.
18 Ibid page 78.
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5.

Parliament Reports on Australian Video Game Development

As part of this inquiry into Australia’s film and television industry, the Committee will be focusing on
factors contributing to the growth and sustainability of the Australian film and television industry. In
line with these terms of reference, this submission will highlight the key factors that can contribute to
the growth and sustainability of Australia’s video games development industry.
But before doing so, it is crucial to recognise that there have already been two separate Parliamentary
reports that have comprehensively outlined and discussed this very topic. These are the Senate report
into the future of Australia’s video game development industry by the Standing Committee on
Environment and Communications (the Senate Game on Report)19 and the House of Representatives
report into innovation and creativity by the Standing Committee on Employment, Education and
Training (the HoR Innovation and Creativity Report). 20 Both reports made recommendations that
strongly urge the Government to support the development of video games in Australia. It is important
to appreciate that these reports were put forward by two separate Committees: one from each house
of Parliament. Furthermore, the reports were unanimous and cross-party – meaning that we now have
Members and Senators from almost all major political parties (Liberal, Labor, Greens, the Nationals
and Nick Xenophon’s Team) making the same recommendations to Government. Never in Australian
politics has there ever been such a strong sentiment with regards to supporting video games
development being echoed across the halls of Parliament.
Now really is the time for the Turnbull Government to take heed and act to support the Australian
games development industry. An obvious starting point, of course, would be by implementing the
numerous recommendations made by the House of Representatives and Senate Committees in the
abovementioned reports. These recommendations, which range from introducing funding
mechanisms and tax offsets for video games development, are very much some of the key factors that
can and will contribute to the growth and sustainability of Australia’s video game development
industry. Accordingly, the following sections will be dedicated to outlining these specific
recommendations.

Senate Game on Report (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report>.
20 House of Representatives Standing Committee on Employment, Education and Training, Inquiry into innovation and creativity:
workforce for the new economy (May 2017)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/House/Employment_Education_and_Training/Innovationandcreativi
ty/Report_-_Innovation_and_creativity>.
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A. Senate – Future of Australia’s video game development industry
On 22 June 2015, an inquiry into Australia’s video game development industry was commenced by the
Senate.21 This inquiry was conducted by the Senate’s Environment and Communications References
Committee (the Senate Committee), which released its final report on 29 April 2016. 22 After
considering 111 submissions and multiple public hearings, the Senate Committee concluded that “to
maintain economic growth, prosperity and international competitiveness, advanced economies such
as Australia need to embrace innovation and transition to a knowledge economy that relies on
technology and highly skilled jobs”, such as the video game development industry. 23 The Senate
Committee also stated that opportunities exist “for Australia to build on its existing industry and to
ensure that this creative and technology-focused industry can play a key role in helping Australia
transition to a leading digital economy”.24 In order to achieve this, the Senate Committee put forward
eight recommendations that it believed should receive immediate consideration from the
Government. While these recommendations have been reproduced in full at Appendix C below, they
will also be summarised now. In short, the Senate Committee recommended the Government to:25
1. Introduce a funding scheme for games development based on the axed Australian Interactive
Games Fund (AIGF)
2. Implement a refundable tax offset for Australian expenditure in developing games
3. Financially contribute to creating shared co-working spaces for games development
4. Encourage the further uptake of “serious games” in health care, education and other sectors
5. Consider the tax implications of crowd-sourced funding for start-ups
6. Consult on the utility of the Export Market Development Grants scheme for businesses
operating in the digital economy
7. To consider, when reviewing measures to support the industry, whether the industry is
improving workforce diversity and providing fair employment conditions
8. Commit to rolling out 21st century broadband infrastructure

Parliament of Australia, Future of Australia's video game development industry (22 June 2015)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry>.
22 Senate Game on Report (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report>.
23 Ibid page 71.
24 Ibid page 71.
25 Ibid pages 81-89.
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Unfortunately, there has yet to be any response by the Government to the recommendations of the
Senate Committee. While the Government was required to provide its official response within three
months of the report’s publication, over 450 days have passed since then. The Government has also
been queried several times in Parliament and Senate estimates on its increasingly overdue response,
but it has continuously repeated the same answer that it plans to release a “whole-of-Government”
response to the Senate Game on Report.26 However, as of 4 August 2017, this has not yet happened.

B. House of Representatives – Inquiry into innovation and creativity
On 9 November 2016, the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Employment, Education
and Training (the HoR Committee) adopted an inquiry into matters that ensure Australia’s tertiary
system can meet the needs of a future labour force focused on innovation and creativity. IGEA lodged
a written submission based on many discussions with video games developers and appeared as a
witness at a public hearing. In May 2017, the HoR Committee released its final report.
The HoR Committee made 38 recommendations in total, but most important for the purposes of this
submission is recommendation 37, which reads as follows: “The Committee recommends that the
Australian Government introduce a funding scheme based on the former Australian Interactive
Games Fund”. This recommendation is the exact same as that put forward by the Senate Committee
in its report. The HoR Committee then went on to state that creative digital skills such as games
development are important to the Australian economy. It commented on the ability of video games
to serve purposes other than just entertainment, including education and health. It appreciated that
Australian games developers had limited access to finance, especially due to the non-competitive tax
structures that exist for games development. Moreover, when presenting the HoR Committee’s
findings to Parliament, Deputy Chair, Terri Butler MP, openly spoke out against the axing of the AIGF
and emphasised that the Government should introduce federal funding for games development.27

Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, Senate, 12 October 2016, 1648 (Sen James McGrath)
<http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;db=CHAMBER;id=chamber%2Fhansards%2F78dd1315-9808-45a9843e-a630dbcac8e5%2F0132;query=Id%3A%22chamber%2Fhansards%2F78dd1315-9808-45a9-843e-a630dbcac8e5%2F0131%22>;
Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, Senate, 13 June 2017, 3598 (Sen James McGrath)
<http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;db=CHAMBER;id=chamber%2Fhansards%2Ff6578188-998f-424eb4ef-677ab731c166%2F0118;query=Id%3A%22chamber%2Fhansards%2Ff6578188-998f-424e-b4ef-677ab731c166%2F0118%22>;
Commonwealth, Senate Environment and Communications Legislation Committee Estimates, Senate, 25 May 2017 (Sen Mitch
Fifield) <http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/committees/estimate/0e08bd63-7663-46b8-8934f2863e62504b/toc_pdf/Environment%20and%20Communications%20Legislation%20Committee_2017_05_25_5044.pdf;fileType=ap
plication/pdf>.
27 Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 19 June 2017, 1648 (Terri Butler MP)
<http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;query=Id%3A%22chamber%2Fhansardr%2F6830bd5f-7560-451a9b67-8ffc51063978%2F0050%22>.
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6.

Factors to Grow and Sustain Australia’s Video Games
Development Industry

The above recommendations put forward by the Senate and House of Representatives Committees
are some of the key factors that can contribute to the growth and sustainability of Australia’s games
development industry. IGEA supports these recommendations and encourages the Committee to
adopt them in the final report for this inquiry. The remainder of this submission will go into more detail
on a few these key recommendations and explain why they should be accepted. Please note that while,
for the convenience of the Committee, some of the sections below have summarised key information
contained within the Senate’s Game on Report, IGEA encourages the Committee to read the full report
referenced here.28 Page citations will be included where applicable. IGEA has also collated 14 case
studies on Australian games developers that received funding under the axed Australian Interactive
Games Fund (AIGF), along with other State and Territory Government level funding. These studies will
be provided below to exemplify how much of an impact Government funding in games development
can have, particularly in terms of facilitating stability, business growth, profitability and staff hires.

A. Funding
Importance of games development funding
Federal Government level funding programs for video games development and production will be
crucial to help grow and sustain Australia’s video games industry. Video game development is an
inherently risky endeavour, particularly for the small to mid-sized studios that make up the vast
majority of Australian developers. As with most other entertainment products, the success of a video
game is never guaranteed. Some games may become top sellers overnight, some may achieve relative
success, and others may not make a return on cost. But video games have the added factor of
requiring, at the very least, one to four years of development and sometimes even more before
release. This means that throughout the entire development period, the project will attract no
revenue, yet expenses such as staff, rent and internet costs will still need to be paid. This circumstance
pushes Australian studios to cut down on costs by not hiring additional staff, improving technology or
investing in new games and their own intellectual property (IP). Some studios will even operate on a

Senate Game on Report (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report>. See pages 21-26.
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purely work-for-hire basis to make ends meet, which is not truly conducive to the business growth of
a development studio as typically IP or royalty rights will not be retained. This is where enterprise or
production funding becomes key – to enable studios to become stable and invest in original, wholly
owned IP and video games that enable a continuous return on investment.
Unfortunately, unlike studios in some Australian states or other countries, many Australian studios do
not readily have access to funding or other investment to help mitigate some of the abovementioned
risk, let alone tax offsets that have long been available in Australia for other screen and creative
industries (discussed in the “Tax Offsets” section below). These studios are left at a severe
disadvantage, especially when a large component of their business is the capacity to compete with
other studios that do benefit from forms of governmental funding. Australian states such as Victoria
and countries such as Canada, Finland and the United Kingdom have all done a great job in recognising
the value of games development and have long supported studios with funding and grants so that they
can reach their potential. It is just unfortunate that Australia’s Federal Government, which constantly
talks about the importance innovation, technology and the digital economy, has failed to reciprocate.
While the Senate Game on Report summarised the various funding programs around the world for
games development,29 the report is now over 450 days old and the information contained therein may
not be entirely up to date. Accordingly, the following sections will provide an overview of the types of
games development funding initiatives available at the time of writing in some of the above locales.

Victoria
Victoria has long supported video games development in Australia. The Victorian Government
understands the needs of the industry, liaises with developers and stakeholders on a frequent basis,
and has implemented several funding programs to assist Victorian games companies and the
development of video games in the state. Considering all these factors, it is no surprise that over half
of Australia’s games development studios are based in Melbourne alone (with just 14% in Sydney and
13% in Brisbane).30 In fact, evidence provided during the Senate Game on hearing suggests that the
maturity in the Victorian market for games development is owed almost solely to the generous support
offered by Film Victoria.31 The State’s funding initiatives for games development include:32

Ibid pages 28-34.
IGEA, Australian game development industry a significant export opportunity (21 December 2016)
<http://www.igea.net/2016/12/australian-game-development-industry-a-significant-export-opportunity/>.
31 Mr. Benjamin Britten, Mighty Games Group, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (19
February 2016) page 14.
32 Film Victoria, Funding for Games (2017) <https://www.film.vic.gov.au/funding/games-funding/>.
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•

Assigned Production Investment:33 Up to $150,000 (and sometimes more) is available for
Victorian games companies and residents to develop and market video games for any
platform, with a focus on the creation of self-owned IP. Funds are to be used to support the
prototyping, development and release of a game (including staffing, licensing and legal costs),
but up to $30,000 can be used for marketing and related expenses (including strategy, public
relations and advertising). Applicants must co-fund the project with contributions that match
Film Victoria’s funding. Film Victoria will also consider applications for porting games to other
platforms and the development of additional content (i.e. downloadable “DLC” content). As
part of the program, Film Victoria announced this year it is funding nine games developers,
which “is expected to support more than 40 employment opportunities in the games sector
and generate almost $1.2 million for the state”.34 In the previous round, Film Victoria funded
another nine games developers, with the total amount accruing to more than $440,000. 35

•

Games Release:36 Up to $30,000 is available for Victorian games companies and residents to
engage consultants to assist with the marketing and release of a games project. Funding can
be used for legal fees, marketing assistance, business development and licensing costs.

•

Games Professional Placements:37 Up to $20,000 is available for Victorian games companies
to engage a practitioner for 6 months or more to increase the skills, experience and
opportunities in the State’s games industry.

•

Women in Games Fellowship Program:38 Up to $25,000 is available for Victorian women to
undertake fellowship and professional development opportunities (i.e. business courses,
internships, mentorships, etc.) to assist them to move into key roles in the games industry.

•

Targeted Business Travel: 39 Up to $3,000 is available to Victorian games developers and
producers to attend international markets and events or to undertake international business
travel. Film Victoria even opened a targeted funding round for attendance to the Tokyo Games
Show, enabling developers to showcase their games at the large conference.

Film Victoria, Assigned Production Investment (2017)
<https://www.film.vic.gov.au/images/uploads/Assigned_Production_Investment_Games_Guidelines.pdf>.
34 Film Victoria, Funding Boosts Powers Up Nine Local Game Developers (16 June 2017) <https://www.film.vic.gov.au/news/fundingboost-powers-up-nine-local-game-developers>.
35 Premier of Victoria, Funding Takes New Games Projects to the Next Level (2 December 2016)
<http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/funding-takes-new-games-projects-to-the-next-level/>.
36 Film Victoria, Games Release (2017) <https://www.film.vic.gov.au/images/uploads/Games_Release_Guidelines.pdf>.
37 Film Victoria, Games Professional Placements (2017)
<https://www.film.vic.gov.au/images/uploads/Games_Professional_Placement_Guidelines.pdf>.
38 Film Victoria, Women in Games Fellowship Program (2017)
<https://www.film.vic.gov.au/images/uploads/Women_In_Games_Fellowship_Guidelines_2017_.pdf>.
39 Film Victoria, Funding for Travel (2017) <https://www.film.vic.gov.au/funding/travel/>.
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Canada
Alongside the tax credits that many Canadian provinces offer for video games development (see “Tax
Offsets” section below), funding is also offered on a Federal level through the Canada Media Fund
(CMF). 40 The CMF is a not-for-profit body, funded by the Federal Government of Canada and
mandated by the Department of Canadian Heritage. CMF also receives funding from Canada’s cable,
satellite and IPTV distributors.41 In 2015-16, the Canadian Federal Government provided CAD$134.1
million to the CMF for its operations, with CAD$229.9 million coming from cable and satellite
distributors via broadcasting distribution undertakings.42 Like Screen Australia, CMF offers funding for
the creation of Canadian content, but the key difference is that CMF does not discriminate between
different types of screen content. CMF supports and funds content for “all audio-visual media
platforms”, including TV and digital media industries, whereas Screen Australia has a narrower remit
that does not include games development. Video games are primarily funded via CMF’s Experimental
Stream, which supports the development of “interactive digital media content and software
applications that are innovative and leading-edge”.43 Projects are only eligible for funding if they are
connected to Canada’s cultural sector. The Experimental Stream consists of the following programs:
•

Innovation Program:44 Up to CAD$1.2 million is available for Canadian companies for the
development, production and/or marketing of Canadian interactive digital media content and
software applications, including video games for any platform, that are innovative and
leading-edge. Funding can only be used for costs related to the project, including research,
content preparation, salaries, technology (hardware and software), travel and marketing.45
o

Development funding is in the form of a repayable advance and it supports the
conceptualisation of a project (market assessment, product positioning, demos,
marketing strategies, etc.) and/or the development of the technical and creative
elements of a project (design documents, storyboarding, scripting, prototyping, etc.).

o

Production funding is in the form of a recoupable investment and it supports the
creation of the market-ready or final version of a project, including localisation, early
marketing and commercialisation costs.

Canada Media Fund, About us (2017) <http://www.cmf-fmc.ca/en-ca/about-us>.
Canada Media Fund, FAQ (2017) <http://www.cmf-fmc.ca/about-us/faq>.
42 Canada Media Fund, 2015-16 Annual Report (31 March 2016) < http://ar-ra15-16.cmffmc.ca/finance/management_discussion_and_analysis/>.
43 Canada Media Fund, Programs (2017) <http://cmf-fmc.ca/programs-deadlines>.
44 Canada Media Fund, Innovation Program (2017) <http://cmf-fmc.ca/programs-deadlines/programs/innovation-program>.
45 Canada Media Fund, Experimental Stream – Innovation Program: Guidelines 2017-2018 (2017) <http://cmffmc.ca/getattachment/e88c9c84-eb58-4bec-a13f-e8f2da410af7/Innovation-Program-Guidelines.aspx>.
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o

Marketing funding is in the form of a recoupable advance and it supports the
promotion of a project, including domestic and global marketing, design costs,
marketing testing, internet promotion, publicity, localisation and marketing costs.

•

Commercial Projects Pilot Program (C3P):46 Up to CAD$1.2 million is available for Canadian
companies to produce Canadian digital media content and software applications, including
video games for any platform. This funding program focuses less on innovation and more on
the probability for the project’s commercial success. Unlike the Innovation Program, C3P only
consists of Production funding in the form of a recoupable investment, to support the creation
of a market-ready and final version of a project. C3P funding can only be used for costs directly
related to the project, including research, salaries, technology, travel and marketing.47

•

Accelerator Partnership Program (A2P):48 Renewed for the 2017-18 financial year, the A2P
program is designed to “provide producers of digital media projects funded through CMF’s
Experimental Stream with better access to mentorship, markets and capital for their CMFfunded projects”. CMF actively works with business or seed accelerators and assists them to
connect with former CMF funding recipients. Accelerators will select recipients and the CMF
will provide up to CAD$30,000 to the recipient for their CMF-funded project, in the form of a
non-recoupable contribution. The funding can be applied to costs related to participation in
accelerator programs, including consultation, mentorship, training, wages and travel.49

Since its inception in 2010, the CMF has provided funding towards 385 games projects. The 2016-2017
fiscal year marked the beginning of the Accelerator, Commercial Projects and Innovation programs,
which to date have provided CAD$1.1 million, CAD$1.6 million and CAD$30.5 million in funding
respectively to Canadian game projects. Between 2010 and 2016, when Experimental Stream funding
consisted of a single “Experimental” program, the CMF provided over CAD$110 million in funding for
video games. This means the CMF, thanks in part to consistently large financial contributions from the
Canadian Federal Government, has provided total funding of over CAD$143 million for the
development, production and marketing of video games, and accelerators housing video game
development companies.50 This immense level of support that the Federal Canadian Government has

Canada Media Fund, Commercial Projects Pilot Program (2017) <http://cmf-fmc.ca/programs-deadlines/programs/commercialprojects-pilot-program>.
47 Canada Media Fund, Experimental Stream – Commercial Projects Pilot Program: Guidelines 2017-2018 (2017) <http://cmffmc.ca/getattachment/0aabe49e-9418-46c7-9ddb-64dd23840d0f/Commercial-Projects-Pilot-Program-Guidelines.aspx>.
48 Canada Media Fund, Accelerator Partnership Program (2017) <http://cmf-fmc.ca/programs-deadlines/programs/acceleratorpartnership-program>.
49 Canada Media Fund, Accelerator Partnership Program: Guidelines 2017-2018 (2017) <http://cmf-fmc.ca/getattachment/1cee9f6b2ce0-43b3-98db-00a9153fbf4f/Accelerator-Partnership-Program-Guidelines.aspx>.
50 Canada Media Fund, Funded Projects Database (2010-2017) <http://www.cmf-fmc.ca/funded-projects/previouslyfunded?streamType=stream_E&displayTotals=false&pageSize=10&ContentType=Game#resultSet>.
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provided towards video game development must be commended. According to the Director of
Microsoft’s independent Xbox developer program, Chris Charla, “The government support for video
games in Canada has been tremendous and the net result is that Canadian games are by far some of
the best in the world… The world owes a little bit of a debt to the Canadian government for what the
Canada Media Fund has done in helping jump-start a lot of really amazing games”.51 And it is thanks
to such support that Canada’s video games industry has now employed over 20,000 people, with 472
studios active in the country. Canada ranks third in the world for developing games, with the industry
adding over CAD$3 billion to Canada’s GDP each year and employing people at an average salary of
CAD$71,000.52 Australia, by comparison, has only 842 employees in 2015-2016 according to IGEA’s
own research,53 with the ABS reporting an even lower amount at 734 employed for the same period.54

Finland
Finland provides funding to video games developers through the Tekes: Finnish Funding Agency for
Innovation (Tekes), which is a part of the Finnish Ministry of Employment and the Economy. Games
development funding has traditional been available through its generic funding services, including
Startup (for enterprises under 5 years old aiming at the international markets), SME (Small and
medium-sized enterprises that have the capabilities to develop their business and boost their exports)
and Large Companies (Large corporations and mid cap companies seeking to renew themselves and
develop alongside SMEs and research organisations).55 Additionally, during 2012 and 2015, Tekes ran
the Skene – Games Refuelled Program (Skene), a dedicated initiative for video games development
aimed at funding and boosting the growth of the Finnish games industry. Approximately 117 video
game projects were funded via Skene,56 for a total amount of EUR€30 million.57 Overall since 1995,
Tekes has provided EUR€75 million in total funding to the Finnish video games industry, with funding
consisting of several million euros per year (EUR€8.4 million in 2013 and EUR€5.5 million in 2014).58

Canada Media Fund, Thanks to the CMF, Canada’s video games industry soars to new heights (21 March 2017) <http://cmffmc.ca/en-ca/news-events/news/march-2017/thanks-to-the-cmf,-canada%E2%80%99s-video-games-industry-s>.
52 ESA Canada, Essential Facts 2016 (2016) <http://theesa.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/2016_booklet_Web.compressed2.pdf>.
53 Interactive Games and Entertainment Association, Australian game development industry a significant export opportunity (21
December 2016) <http://www.igea.net/2016/12/australian-game-development-industry-a-significant-export-opportunity/>.
54 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 8679.0 - Film, Television and Digital Games, Australia, 2015-16 (15 June 2017)
<http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/8679.0>.
55 Tekes, Tekes funding services (2017) <https://www.tekes.fi/en/funding/>.
56 Tekes, Tekes programme: Skene – Games Refueled (2012-15)
<https://extranet.tekes.fi/ibi_apps/WFServlet?IBIF_ex=o_projekti_rap1&YTARKASTELU=Q&YEDTASO=OHJELMA&YOHJELMA=Skene
&YMUOTO=HTML&YKIELI=E>.
57 Tekes, Funding for video games development (2017) <https://www.tekes.fi/en/programmes-and-services/recently-endedprogrammes/game-funding/>.
58 Tekes, Funding for game companies (2017) <https://www.tekes.fi/en/programmes-and-services/recently-endedprogrammes/game-funding/services/>.
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Funding through Tekes has greatly facilitated the growth and sustainability of Finland’s video games
development industry.59 From 2004 to 2014, the turnover of the country’s industry increased from
EUR€40 million to EUR€1800 million each year, which amounted to EUR €3647 in total for the 10-year
period. As a result, Tekes has stated that, “From the point of view of national economy, the game
industry has grown to be a significant part of the Finnish industrial landscape”. The number of
companies in Finland’s industry has also increased from 40 in 2004 to 260 in 2014, with over 50 of
those companies receiving some form of Tekes funding over their life (equalling 20% of the total
number of game companies in Finland). The number of employees increased from 600 to over 2500 in
the same period, with the turnover per employee growing much faster than in traditional industries.
The involvement of Tekes also helped attract further funding from private investors, which contributed
EUR€53 million towards Finnish game companies in 2012-2015, having the effect of reducing the
relative share of Tekes’ funding from 7.69% in 2004 to just 0.31% in 2014. Tekes claims this level of
private investment simply would not have been possible with the leverage of Tekes’ funding.

United Kingdom
The UK Government, through the Department for Culture, Media and Sport, launched the UK Games
Fund on 12 October 2015 to help further grow UK’s video games industry.60 The Government will inject
GBP£4 million into the fund over four years from 2015 to 2019, in order to help smaller games
companies in the conceptualisation and pre-production stages of development. The UK Games Talent
and Finance Community Interest Company manages the fund. The UK Government stated this fund
will assist with “creating jobs, nurturing talent and furthering the growth of games clusters all around
the UK.” The Minister for Culture and the Digital Economy, Ed Vaizey, continued by stating: “Britain’s
video games punch well above their weight internationally and we need to build on this and invest in
the strength of our creativity. This fund will give small businesses, start-ups and individuals the support
they need to better attract private investment and go on to create the blockbusters of tomorrow.”
The UK Games Fund consists of several funding and support programs. Firstly, grants of up to
GBP£25,000 are available to help games development businesses create prototypes for their video
games. Secondly, grants of up to GBP£50,000 will be considered to enable companies to move forward
with their video game projects beyond prototyping. Lastly, there are a range of talent development

Tekes, 10 Years of Funding and Networks for the Finnish Game Industry (2017)
<https://www.tekes.fi/globalassets/global/ohjelmat-ja-palvelut/ohjelmat/skene/aineistot/10-years-of-tekes-funding-and-networksfor-the-finnish-game-industry-2004-2014.pdf>.
60 Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport, Government launches £4million Video Games Prototype Fund to support UK video
games development (12 October 2015) <https://www.gov.uk/government/news/4m-fund-to-kick-start-the-next-tomb-raider>.
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initiatives, which include “competitions for students and graduate teams to create and showcase new
games, mentoring for businesses and individuals, and opportunities for talented individuals to work
on games prototype projects”. Pre-production and prototyping are crucial stages in the development
of a video game, and without proper funding or resources it can be difficult for games companies to
continue beyond. As with Finland’s funding initiatives, the UK Games Fund can also help attract private
investment. The importance of this level of funding is even more clear when considering that over 500
companies have applied to seek support under the UK Games Fund since 2015.
The UK Government, through the UK Games Fund and various tax offsets for video game production
(see “Tax Offsets” section below), has without question helped facilitate the growth and sustainability
of the UK games industry. To date, three funding rounds have been executed under the UK Games
Fund and a fourth will occur later this year, with 55 video games projects funded so far.61 Many of
these successful recipients have gone on to secure further funding from private investors thanks to
the grants, as well as other publishing and creative development opportunities. For the year ended 31
March 2017, the Department for Culture, Media and Sport invested GBP£1.5 million via the UK Games
Fund.62 The UK’s games industry now employs more than 12,600 staff in 1,000 games development
organisations,63 contributing GBP£1.6 billion to the country’s GDP in 2016.64

Australian Interactive Games Fund (AIGF)
Given the array of funding mechanisms in place for games development globally and within only
certain Australian states, it goes without saying that many Australian games developers are at a
distinct disadvantage when trying to compete and grow. In light of these considerations, both the
House of Representatives and Senate Committees recommended that the Federal Government
introduce a funding scheme for video games development based on the former AIGF. The AIGF was a
$20 million fund commencing in 2013 and was initially set to run over three years, with the funding to

Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport, Third Round of UK Games Fund winners announced (31 March 2017)
<https://www.gov.uk/government/news/third-round-of-uk-games-fund-winners-announced>.
62 Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport, Annual Report and Accounts (31 March 2017)
<https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/631336/DCMS_Annual_Report_and_Accounts_2
016_to_2017_-_web_optimised_version.pdf>.
63 TIGA, TIGA’s Plan to Increase Employment in the UK Video Games Industry by 40% by 2022 (4 May 2017)
<http://tiga.org/news/tigas-plan-to-increase-employment-in-the-uk-video-games-industry-by-40-by-2022>.
64 Power Up Gaming, UK Gaming Industry Positioned for Strong Growth in 2017 (8 January 2017)
<http://powerupgaming.co.uk/2017/01/08/uk-gaming-industry-positioned-for-strong-growth-in-2017/>.
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be administered by, and channelled through, Screen Australia.65 As part of the AIGF, Screen Australia
implemented two funding programs – The Games Enterprise and Games Production program:
•

The Enterprise program enabled applicants to obtain up to $1 million to fund business
operating costs and the development of video games, with the funding able to be applied
towards production, travel, marketing, training, staff hires and more. Of the total amount
provided, a minimum of 25% was designated as a loan, with the remainder a pure grant.66

•

The Production program was designed to assist the development of a single video game or
project, with up to $500,000 available per applicant. Where funding was less than $50,000, it
was designated as a grant, and funding over $50,000 was a recoupable investment.67

Arguably one of the most important aspects of the AIGF was its self-sustaining nature – any money
that was paid back into the fund after loan repayment or recoupment would then be used to help fund
other developers through Enterprise and Program funding rounds. Screen Australia described this as
such: “It is Screen Australia’s intention to allocate funds repaid or recouped from it games investments
into further funding through these games programs”.68 Importantly, as demonstrated by the below
case studies, many developers that received funding under these programs have in fact begun to pay
back the designated loan portions of their funding, which could have been used to assist other
developers seeking support. Unfortunately, as part of the May 2014 Federal Budget cuts,69 the AIGF
was completely axed by the Liberal Government and Screen Australia stopped accepting further
applications for games funding.70 At that stage, only $10 million had been provided to Screen Australia,
with the remainder being cut. The AIGF formally ceased operations on 1 July 2014.
The axing of the AIGF was incredibly disappointing and disenfranchising for the Australian video games
industry. The decision was made without warning, consultation or, as described by Chief Executive
Officer of the Game Developers’ Association of Australia (GDAA), Mr Antony Reed, “[without] any
attempt at understanding the purpose or structure of the program”.71 The very purpose of the AIGF,

Screen Australia, Guidelines: Games Programs (9 December 2013) <https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/0ccbdc3a-14cd481e-8379-008577a2a91d/Guidelines-IMP-Games.pdf>.
66 Ms. Fiona Cameron, Screen Australia, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (18 March 2016)
page 10; Screen Australia, Guidelines: Games Programs (9 December 2013)
<https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/0ccbdc3a-14cd-481e-8379-008577a2a91d/Guidelines-IMP-Games.pdf> page 7.
67 Screen Australia, Guidelines: Games Programs (9 December 2013) < https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/0ccbdc3a14cd-481e-8379-008577a2a91d/Guidelines-IMP-Games.pdf> page 11.
68 Ibid page 3.
69 Budget 2014–15: Budget measures—Budget Paper No. 2 (May 2014) page 57.
70 Screen Australia, Screen Australia Games Programs Discontinued (14 May 2014) <https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/sa/mediacentre/news/2014/ia_140514_games>.
71 Mr. Antony Reed, GDAA, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (19 February 2016) page 1.
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to “promote industry growth and sustainability, support the development of new IP, encourage skills
retention and renewal, and maximise the creative opportunities of fast broadband”,72 aligns perfectly
with the terms of reference of this very inquiry. And where funding was provided to applicants, the
AIGF achieved this purpose successfully and facilitated the growth of those developers.

Success of the AIGF
Anecdotal evidence collated in the Senate Game on Report suggests many of the studios that were
recipients of AIGF funds were able to leverage those funds for commercial success.73 For the benefit
of the Committee, some of this evidence will be summarised below.
One studio, Flat Earth Games, noted that AIGF funding allowed it to bring its Australian release of
Towncraft to new platforms and overseas markets. Based on that success, Flat Earth Games has since
developed three additional games, which provides a positive indication of the potential of a selffunding model and seed assistance for games development. Chief Operating Officer of Screen
Australia, Ms Fiona Cameron, herself concluded that the AIGF delivered its objectives, especially in
enabling businesses to expand and retain their own IP.74 Screen Australia’s Timothy Phillips added, for
the 36 games funded under the AIGF, “[they] generated total production budgets of $14 million. That
is going from a figure of $3.7 million that was contributed by Screen Australia…to a multiplier of more
than four.” 75 Additional evidence provided during the Senate inquiry also demonstrated further
examples on the success of the AIGF in meeting its objectives of facilitating growth and stability:
•

The GDAA stated that “In the period since the AIGF was discontinued, several companies and
projects that received support through the program have achieved global success”.76 Mr Reed
elaborated on this at the public hearing, when commenting: “Some funding recipients have
generated export revenues more than 10 times the original investment from the fund. Some
have doubled or tripled the size of their studios or moved from contract arrangements to fulltime employment. Many have won international awards for their work.”77

Ms. Fiona Cameron, Screen Australia, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (18 March 2016)
page 10.
73 Senate Game on Report (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report>. See also pages 21-26.
74 Ms. Fiona Cameron, Screen Australia, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (18 March 2016)
pages 10-11.
75 Mr. Timothy Phillips, Screen Australia, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (18 March 2016)
page 13.
76 GDAA, Submission to Senate Environment and Communications References Committee (18 September 2015)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/DocumentStore.ashx?id=3769392e-1795-4d9a-8330-155483f2946e&subId=402690> page 12.
77 Mr. Antony Reed, GDAA, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (19 February 2016) page 1.
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•

Tin Man Games’ Mr. Neil Rennison provided that, thanks to AIGF funding, the studio could
move out from home offices to a permanent setup, hire three additional staff, increase the
studio’s skill base, improve their technology and release games faster than ever before.
Afterwards, Tin Man Games released 23 new titles across iOS and Android. 11 of those titles
were able to be ported to PC, Mac and Linux, which would not have been possible without
the funding. Crucially, these 11 titles grossed USD$160,000 at the time.78

•

Screen Australia’s COO, Ms Cameron, explained how helpful enterprise funding was to the
studio Defiant Development and its game, Hand of Fate. In her words: “The game is an original
title for PC, PS4 and Xbox, and to date has returned over $4 million to the developers—more
than twice the development cost. The team are already working on a sequel to the game.
Defiant owns the IP, controls the distribution and is the chief beneficiary of all
revenue...Defiant Development has gone from a company staffed entirely by contractors to a
company now with 18 full-time staff. We believe the fund has made a difference, especially
with reference to retaining local [intellectual property] and building Australian businesses that
can compete for a slice of the fastest-growing entertainment sector”.

79

Defiant

Development’s Morgan Jaffit also stated that the studio, in 2016, was paying an amount of
tax equivalent to the $650,000 in funding the studio received across three years.80
IGEA has also spoken with fourteen studios that received funding under the axed AIGF to generate
case studies demonstrating the importance of Government funding for games development, especially
on a federal level. While some Australian states do offer funding to games developers, such as Victoria
and Queensland, the reality is that games studios are located across Australia. Some states and
territories do not have any or perhaps limited programs in place to financially support games
development, which places these developers at a direct disadvantage to studios in other states and
globally. For the industry to truly grow and become sustainable, any games developer in Australia
should be able to access some level of government funding, regardless of the state or territory in which
the studio resides. The benefits of federal level funding will be exemplified in the case studies below,
as the fourteen developers that benefited from the AIGF were located across Australia, including NSW,
Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Western Australia.

Mr. Neil Rennison, Tin Man Games, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (19 February 2016)
pages 36-7, 39.
79 Ms. Fiona Cameron, Screen Australia, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (18 March 2016)
pages 10-11.
80 Mr. Morgan Jaffit, Creative Director, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (10 March 2016)
page 21.
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Case Studies – Video game developers funded under the former AIGF
1. Chocolate Liberation Front (Victoria)
Description of development studio and games developed
Chocolate Liberation Front (CLF) is an entertainment company that produces animated series,
interactive documentaries and video games. It has developed touch table activities and games for
Steam, online, tablet and mobile.

Government funding or other support received
CLF’s funding consisted of Screen Australia investment and Film Victoria equity investments. CLF had
offices in Canada and Australia. CLF stated that, because of the significantly larger level of Canadian
funding for game development, its Canadian arm produced three dozen different games and activities.
This includes award winning games for Wild Kratts (PBS), as well as a Titanic TV mini-series and popular
comedy troupe, Kids in the Hall. Funding consisted of generous tax credits, grants and equity
investment at a Provincial and Federal Level. CLF provided that, typically, projects could be funded at
a subsidy level of 75% of production costs.
In Australia, CLF wrapped up its games division entirely as a result of the significant decrease in
available funding. While CLF were amid an exciting virtual reality game development, it completely
stopped game development and closed the division entirely. Prior to that, CLF had a small studio in
which it developed three Oscura based tablet games, a game for Steam, three Figaro Pho based games,
a touch table activity for ACMI’s Game Masters event, a number of web based games for popular
brands such as Dance Academy, and game based simulations for SBS’s Go Back to Where You Came
From.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
CLF argued that the games market is highly competitive on an international playing field. It stated that
nations across Canada and Europe have significant incentives and tax credits, while nations in Asia and
Eastern Europe have very low costs of production. CLF also stated that the investments available via
Screen Australia helped it in a very small way to offset production costs on the producer, creating jobs
in Australia and ultimately developing a skill base that is highly valued internationally. CLF believes
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that, without the incentives, the playing field is too slanted and thus far too challenging to develop
games in Australia.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
Being able to develop television shows, as well as video games and interactive activities, not only
allowed CLF to retain key animation staff that work across the multiple media, it also allowed it to stay
current and meet the needs of the Australian audience that move from device to device. CLF stated
that because subsidies are much more extensive for television and then exponentially more for film,
it is unusual that game development is poorly supported. Having ended game development initiatives
due to lack of funding has meant that CLF has moved away from having full time jobs for key creative
staff all together and instead has had to return to short term contract work on as needed basis.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
CLF believes that its games have been met with different levels of success. The Oscura titles have been
lucrative for the creator, who has received royalties across three games for many years. In the case of
other titles, CLF has met the mandate of the partner. For instance, CLF stated that an Asylum Seeker
Simulation for SBS, which while never intended to be a money turner, won a UN Peace Award and
helped in terms of broadening the exposure and understanding of the issue. CLF argued that when
looking at the success of recoupment of games, one must compare that with television and film funds
which have a batting average of under 5% of return to the financiers. CLF is much more of a supporter
of tax credits for the producer and grants that recognise the value in supporting job creation, and
training for developers and designers, which it believes is ultimately more successful for the whole
industry.

2. Minimega (NSW)
Description of development studio and games developed
Minimega is a game development studio based in rural NSW. Its most notable titles are Bonza Word
Puzzle and Bonza National Geographic.

Government funding or other support received
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Minimega were recipients of the Australian Interactive Games Fund via Screen Australia. It received
$119,000 to support the development and release of Bonza Word Puzzle. The funding was regarded
as a loan so Minimega agreed to pay back into the fund if the game was a financial success.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
Prior to the funding, Minimega was a service agency creating games for the advertising industry. The
funding allowed Minimega to take a break from work-for-hire commitments and focus on creating
new IP. Minimega used the funding to assist with development, marketing and admin. This included
travel to various shows, including PAX Prime, PAX East, the Game Developer Conference and the
American Crossword Puzzle Tournament.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
Bonza Word Puzzle was released in 2014. Minimega stated that the game became an instant classic
and earned critical acclaim. In 2015, Minimega were approached by National Geographic and
partnered with them on a sequel called Bonza National Geographic. According to Minimega, both titles
have retained a healthy user base and continued daily revenue. To date, the Bonza games have
generated over $1.6M. Minimega stated that this ongoing revenue has assisted in building a
sustainable business and it is now working on a 3rd title for the series: Bonza Jigsaw.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
Minimega has repaid 100% of its funding.

3. Shark Jump Studios (South Australia)
Description of development studio and games developed
Shark Jump Studios was founded on 30 November 2013 and has a team of four full-time developers.
It has developed games such as Animal Dash, Flap the Fish, Do You Even Drift, Test Chamber, Turret
Fusion, Space Melons and Fling the Hero. Shark Jump Studio’s latest two games are Fling the Hero and
Space Melons for mobile and have just been released. Shark Jump Studios is currently porting the
critically acclaimed Hollow Knight on the three major gaming consoles (Nintendo Switch, Sony
PlayStation 4 and Microsoft Xbox One), as well as another mobile game, Castle Fusion.

Government funding or other support received
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Shark Jump Studios received $37,000 under the Screen Australia Production Grant and support under
the New Enterprise Incentive Scheme (NEIS).

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
Shark Jump stated that the funding allowed the studio to support its four developers to focus primarily
on the development of a mobile game. It believes that while the game itself was not a financial success,
the ability to work full time on a game and work through the full process of developing the game from
beginning to end acted as the main catalyst for the creation of Shark Jump Studios.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
According to Shark Jump, the long-term benefits of the studio having the opportunity to develop a
product full time were immense. The SA Production Grant gave the team a chance to strike out and
build a small business around a product, while the NEIS gave the team a year of 'lee-way' to innovate,
make mistakes and grow the required skill set to compete in a global market. Shark Jump believes that,
without having that opportunity offered, there is no doubt that the studio would not exist today. From
2 full time and 2 casual developers working out of their homes, Shark Jump Studios has grown to 4 full
time developers working out of a studio just off Rundle Mall. It has published multiple games on mobile
platforms, with each one, according to Shark Jump, being more financially successful than the last.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
Not applicable.

4. Mighty Games Group (Victoria)
Description of development studio and games developed
Mighty Games makes predominantly free to play mobile games. It has self-published three games to
date, and have a fourth slated for a July release. Its self-published titles have netted nearly 10 million
global downloads. It has also worked on licensed projects like Disney Crossy Road. Mighty Games has
been in business for over three years and has grown from two initial founders to nearly 20 FTE. Mighty
Games stated that this growth would have never been possible without the support it received from
the Victorian Government and Screen Australia.

Government funding or other support received
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Mighty Games was the recipient of a few different funding rounds. Initially, it received funding from
Film Victoria to make its first planned game: Wizards Wanted (WW). This was initially slated to be paid
back but was part of the transition of Film Victoria funding to a grant model, so it did not end up having
to recoup it. According to Mighty Games, this game turned out to be a failed project and never made
it to market, but what it did do was skill up Mighty Games’ small team and it was able to learn many
valuable lessons about the marketplace during that project. Next, Mighty Games received funding
from Screen Australia as part of the Interactive Games Fund. This was one of the small project grants
and was for a game called Ice Cream Age (ICA). This game started near the end of the WW project and
Mighty Games applied much of what it learned from WW to redesign ICA to be a successful game.
However, in the middle of production, Mighty Games decided to put ICA on hold as that game genre
was waning. Recently, Mighty Games pulled ICA off the shelf and begun production on it again as it
has seen a renewed interest in the game genre.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
According to Mighty Games, neither game that was funded was an initial success. Mighty Games stated
that Wizards Wanted never made it to market in its initial design, and Ice Cream Age has also evolved
many times to accommodate lessons learned and is still not released. Mighty Games provided that,
from the outside, both projects looked like failures. However, it also believes that they both allowed
the studio to skill up its team and learn needed lessons about the free to play marketplace that it
would not have been able to do otherwise. It was experience from both these initial projects that
allowed Mighty Games to build Shooty Skies, which was its first released title, which went on to hit
number 1 on the app store in many regions and net it over 6 million downloads.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
According to Mighty Games, without the initial seed investment, it would most likely still be a small
two or three-person studio, it would not have been able to take on the two ambitious projects that it
did and it would not have learned or skilled up the team nearly as quickly. To put the money into
perspective, Mighty Games stated that while its Film Victoria funding was about $80K and its Ice Cream
Age funding has been about $30K to date, the studio’s tax bill from just last year was more than twice
the total amount of funding it has received. Its revenue is also 95% from overseas sales. While Mighty
Games have not had to pay back any of its funding because of the grant models, the studio argued
that overall investment has been paid back many times over into the Australian economy and to the
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tax office. Overall, Mighty Games thinks that this was a good investment for the Government and have
been very thankful in being able to benefit from it.
To sustain its business, Mighty Games currently splits its resources between 'work for hire' style deals
where it works on other people's games and IP, and creating its own original games and IP. The
contract work is stable and allows Mighty Games to make sure everyone gets paid every month, but
according to the studio, the original IP is what drives its growth. According to Mighty Games, future
funding opportunities would allow it to focus more of its resources on original IP and accelerate
growth. It is currently looking to raise some external capital to help fund its original IP work. Mighty
Games believes that, while this would be great, it would be even better if programs like the Australian
Interactive Games Fund were re-instituted and the studio was able to take advantage of those
offerings, instead of having to sell off chunks of its business to overseas investors to fuel growth plans.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
Mighty Games was awarded the $50K project grant for Ice Cream Age. It stalled production midway
through the project after only receiving $30K. It has since restarted the project and hope to be able to
claim the final $20K later this year. As it is a grant, Mighty Games will not have to pay it back. Mighty
Games stated that the renewed interest in the ICA style game comes from some external publishing
partners, and so if it does successfully get the game to market, it could be a deal worth more than
$1M. Mighty Games argued that the vast majority of this would come back to the Australian economy
in the form of wages and taxes. It also believes that is not a bad return for a $50K investment, even if
it does take the studio another year to finish it.

5. Uppercut Games (NSW)
Description of development studio and games developed
Uppercut Games was founded in 2011 by three ex-2K Australia senior developers. It has developed
and released EPOCH., EPOCH.2, SnowJinks and Danger Dodgers for iOS and Android. Submerged for
PC, Xbox One and PS4.Uppercut Games is currently working on a yet to be announced title for PC, Xbox
One and PS4.

Government funding or other support received
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Uppercut Games received funding from the NSW Government in 2011 from the Interactive Media
Fund. It also received Enterprise funding from Screen Australia in the first round of the Australian
interactive Games Fund (AIGF).

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
Uppercut Games initially started development of its first title – EPOCH. – from a converted storage
unit in Queanbeyan, NSW. After identifying a niche in the iPhone and iPad market, it set out to create
a product in 6 months to take advantage of this new expanding mobile games market. According to
Uppercut Games, after its first 6 months in business, EPOCH. was fun to play, but wasn’t ready to
publish. The studio stated that it needed more ‘polish’: the extra bit of time that it takes to turn
something ‘good’ into something ‘great’ and into a product that stands out in a highly competitive
market and people will part with their money for. However, having spent a lot of its savings, Uppercut
Games was close to running out of money.
At this point, Uppercut Games received a grant from the NSW Department of Trade and Investment
under their newly announced Interactive Media Fund. It received $60,000 from the NSW Government
which it used to spend additional time to finish the game. Uppercut Games does not believe the game
would have achieved the success it did without the funding and support it received from the
Interactive Media Fund. According to the studio, the extra polish it was able to add to the game raised
the quality bar to a point where it was featured by Apple as game of the week – which the studio
believed to be a massive coup for its first game, with tangible benefits for marketing, exposure and
sales. EPOCH. has gone on to be downloaded over 2 million times, bringing in net receipts of over
$1million to date. Uppercut Games also stated that funding was used for localisation services,
broadening the reach of its products in foreign markets that it otherwise would not have had access
to. According to Uppercut Games, a small amount of assistance at the right time can have a big impact.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
Uppercut Games believe the AIGF Enterprise Program was transformative for the studio’s business. It
was one of the developers to be awarded with Enterprise funding from the now defunct Australian
Interactive Games Fund. The funding was over 3 years. Uppercut Games stated that the extra funds
gave the studio some certainty around which it could do some long-term planning about the way it
wanted to expand its production capabilities and created the opportunity for it to reach new markets.
According to Uppercut, through the Enterprise Funding, it has been able to:
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•

Employ full-time Australian development staff.

•

Engage the services of talented Australian contractors for music and concept art.

•

Have larger production capability to tackle more ambitious and creatively risky projects.

•

Expand its technical expertise to publish on multiple platforms simultaneously, including next
generation consoles (Xbox One and PlayStation 4).

•

Add features to its products, such as ratings and localisation into many languages, which make
them more competitive in international markets.

The funding also allowed Uppercut Games to bring into its team a mix of experienced developers and
relatively inexperienced ones. With this team, it could enter the console market for the first time,
opening up new export opportunities for it on the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. According to Uppercut,
the extra time and production overhead that developing for consoles brings is considerable, and the
studio believes this would not have been possible without the expanded team the grant funding has
allowed it to build. Since the Enterprise funding ended in July 2016, Uppercut Games has been able to
retain its employees and re-invest the revenue from the games developed with the assistance of the
AIGF into the development of its current title slated for release later in 2017.
Uppercut stated that the AIGF allowed it to grow its team and production capabilities, from a business
that can produce and export its products on the App Store’s marketplace to a business that can sell
products into four major international marketplaces (being Apple App Store, PC, PlayStation 4 and
Xbox One). Uppercut can now create products for all of these markets, which the studio believes
greatly reduces the risk of selling into only one storefront and expanding the potential gains from any
future success.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
In two months, Uppercut Games will reach the point in its agreement with the AIGF where it begins
paying money back as the loan portion of the funding. In total, it will ultimately pay back $131,488
over the next three years. One of the features of the AIGF was that this repayment would go back into
the fund, to provide funding for other developers on future projects. Uppercut Games is hopeful that
something like this can still happen, so that Uppercut can pay forward the success that it has had
thanks to the AIGF.
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6. ODD Games (South Australia)
Description of development studio and games developed
ODD Games partners with leading mud and dirt motorsport brands to expand its customer base to
millions of people globally through developing #1 ranking racing video games across multiple
platforms.

Government funding or other support received
ODD Games has received $400K from the AIGF, $50K from the South Australian Government with the
Micro Finance Fund, and recently $150K from the South Australian Government as part of its Early
Commercialisation Fund.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
ODD believes that without the funding support of these various grants, it would not have been able to
develop at the rate it has experienced. According to the studio, the funding has been vital to enable it
to develop its core technology which is now becoming a commercial success. ODD also stated that,
without the funding, its development process would have been extended by years, which the studio
believes would have put the viability of the studio and its employees at risk.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
The funding has largely supported the development of ODD Games’ framework, which according to
the studio, is vital to efficient video game development. The studio also stated that the funding has
helped position ODD Games to capitalise on developing for cross-platforms to maximise revenues on
multiple distribution channels.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
ODD Games is required to pay back $10K (25%) out of the $400K grant. To date, no repayments have
been due. The first payment ($16.25K) is due to be paid in August this year. ODD also stated that,
outside of its grant agreement, it has been paying taxes which goes into the greater pool to help fund
the country.
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7. Black Lab Games (Western Australia)
Description of development studio and games developed
Black Lab Games is an independent game development studio, founded in 2008 and located in Perth,
Western Australia. It has developed games for PC, iPad, Xbox One, PlayStation 4 and PSP. It specialises
in strategy games and has developed two games in the sci-fi Star Hammer series, Star Hammer Tactics
and Star Hammer: The Vanguard Prophecy. Black Lab Games’ current project is a strategy game based
on the award-winning TV series, Battlestar Galactica.

Government funding or other support received
In 2014, Black Lab Games received a $50K grant from Screen Australia as part of the Australian
Interactive Games Fund (AIGF) to assist with the development of Star Hammer: The Vanguard
Prophecy (SH:VP).

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
Black Lab stated that Western Australia has no state-level games support and attempts the studio has
made in the past to find private funding have not been successful. According to Black Lab, talking with
angel investors during the early days of Black Lab Games indicated that games don’t have the
attributes that investors in technology want, such as patents. The studio then provided that being in
Perth, and therefore somewhat isolated, getting publisher funding can also be difficult as it’s hard to
connect and establish relationships.
Black Lab Games stated that the AIGF grant meant the studio was able to develop SH:VP to a point
whereby it was complete enough to attract a publisher, in its case UK-based strategy specialist
publisher, Slitherine Ltd (the leader in the niche). According to the studio, there was less risk working
with and investing in Black Lab Games because it had a working (though incomplete) game to
demonstrate its ability and commercial potential.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
At the end of 2013, Black Lab Games was a part-time business with a single developer. In May 2017, it
was announced (via its publisher) that it is working on a new game based on the award winning 2004
Syfy series, Battlestar Galactica. Syfy is owned by NBC Universal. Black Lab Games stated that it is
working with one of the biggest media conglomerates in the world on a science fiction IP enjoyed by
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millions. Black Lab believes that this was only possible because of the AIGF grant it received in 2014.
Whilst according to Black Lab its staff count is still small by industry standards, the studio stated that
its FTE has grown by 900% in 3.5 years, in addition to engaging a number of contractors as required by
project demands. Black Lab Games has also recently started an internship program with a local
university to give promising students exposure to commercial game development, before they leave
WA to find employment in the games industry.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
Being a grant (not a loan), Black Lab Games is not required to repay the funding it received from the
AIGF. However, the studio stated that the amount of Company Tax and Income Tax paid by employees
engaged as a direct result of the projects made possible by the grant exceeds the grant amount.

8. Tin Man Games (Victoria)
Description of development studio and games developed
Tin Man Games is a game development studio in Melbourne, Australia. Specialising in adventure
games and digital gamebooks, Tin Man has developed and published over 35 titles across on a large
number of handheld devices and computers. Notable titles include Tin Man’s own Gamebook
Adventures series, Ryan North’s To Be or Not To Be, Games Workshop’s Warhammer 40,000 series,
2000 AD’s Judge Dredd, and the Fighting Fantasy series by Ian Livingstone and Steve Jackson.

Government funding or other support received
Tin Man Games was a recipient of the original Interactive Games Fund, set up by the then Minister of
the Arts, Simon Crean, and administered by Screen Australia. Tin Man Games received $300K as part
of a grant and $100K as part of a loan.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
According to Tin Man Games, the funding had very positive impacts on the studio over the past several
years. For the most of the first three years, Tin Man Games had only two employees, using a
combination of personal investment and Film Victoria loan funding to develop a game engine and a
series of apps to sell on Apple’s App Store. Later, with more support from Film Victoria loan funding,
Tin Man games could expand its business on to Android to sell across Google Play and the Amazon
Appstore. At this time, Tin Man Games used a combination of paid contractors/freelancers and
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contributors who received income from the back-end of projects in the form of royalties. According to
the studio, while this was serviceable, Tin Man Games couldn’t develop further core technology
because it did not have other permanent members of staff to grow skillsets and develop a company
culture. Tin Man Games stated that, to take the next step, it needed investment.
With Tin Man Games’ very first payment, it could move out of its home-based offices and into a
permanent location. It then hired three more staff members. This very quickly enabled the studio to
work much faster and more effectively, increasing its revenue and further growing its technology,
allowing it room to experiment and potentially reach wider audiences. The studio also stated that it
had the ability to approach license holders and within a year signed a number of key licenses that
further increased its revenue and its own visibility in the international gaming development
community.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
Tin Man Games has now released over 35 titles for multiple platforms (iOS, Android, PC, Mac and
Linux) and have another 10 or so in development. Thirteen of those titles are based on Tin Man Games’
own IP and it has worked on licenses based on Fighting Fantasy, Judge Dredd, Warhammer 40,000,
Ryan Norther’s To Be or Not To Be and many more. Tin Man Games has also grown to eight staff
members, three of which joined the company with help from Film Victoria’s Games Professional
Placements scheme. In 2017, Tin Man Games’ sales have grossed nearly $500,000. It also recently
signed a project contract worth $650,000 to make a game for a leading VR distribution platform.
According to Tin Man Games, the Interactive Games Fund initiative was invaluable to its growth as a
small games developer and integral to its success over the last few years and moving forward.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
Tin Man Games has not yet begun to pay back the $100K loan under the AIGF.

9. The Voxel Agents (Victoria)
Description of development studio and games developed
The Voxel Agents create original IP games for mobile. It is responsible for the Train Conductor Franchise
(10M players) and Puzzle Retreat (4M players).

Government funding or other support received
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The Voxel Agents received $475,000 over 3 years from the Screen Australia Enterprise Fund (20142016) to help grow the studio (75% grant / 25% loan). The Voxel Agents also received $90,000 from
Film Victoria (2016) to support development of The Gardens Between.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
In 2015, The Voxel Agents had to cancel one of its projects. According to the studio, without the
enterprise funding, it would have collapsed and it would have had to let go all its staff. Instead, The
Voxel Agents could pivot and successfully launch Train Conductor World. Train Conductor has
generated $800,000 in export revenue to date. The Voxel Agents has also been able to work on a
second project due to come out in 2018. The Voxel Agents believes that, without the enterprise
funding, it would be a one game studio only.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
The Voxel Agents believe that, thanks to the funding, it has been able to take creative risks, survive
the failure of a project, develop two projects simultaneously and diversify creative risk, double in
studio size from 4 to 8 people, build larger and more ambitious projects to a higher standard, and
expand to new platforms (PC, Mac). According to the studio, this gives it more diversified income,
greater reach and better awareness about its brand.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
The Voxel Agents is on track to pay back its full loan ($118,750), starting with the first repayment of
$29,687 in September 2017.

10. SeeThrough Studios (NSW)
Description of development studio and games developed
•

SeeThrough Studios is an independent video game studio, specialising in developing games
that communicate and demystify scientific concepts. The studio’s largest work, Particulars,
explored the world of subatomic particles. Currently the studio is exploring new projects,
including a foray into the subject of quantum computing.

Government funding or other support received
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SeeThrough Studios received two $50,000 grants from Screen NSW as part of the Interactive Media
Fund (since discontinued) to take prototypes to the next stage of development (Particulars and Ark:
Seed). SeeThrough Studios received one $50,000 grant from Screen Australia as a part of the
Interactive Games Fund (since discontinued) to finish and polish Particulars.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
SeeThrough Studios believes that without the government funding it received, it simply would not
have been able to make Particulars. The game was a big undertaking over 3 years and the support
SeeThrough received allowed it to build a game of high quality that properly introduced a complex
scientific topic to players.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
According to SeeThrough, making entertainment games that also educate is a difficult task; it’s one
that requires experimentation for development of both the game and the business model, and it’s also
a vital avenue for public education outside of the school environment. The studio believes that the
funding it received has allowed it to both launch a game that fulfils this purpose and to learn from its
experiences in developing, marketing and selling such a game. SeeThrough Studios also stated that it
is continuing to explore novel approaches to creating games that educate and that it’s unlikely it would
be doing so without the funding it received. Through Particulars, it has built a network of developers,
artists and mentors who it can work with moving forward.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
SeeThrough Studios’ funding from the IGF was a grant rather than a loan, so it has not paid back any
of it.

11. Tantalus Media (Victoria)
Description of development studio and games developed
Established in 1994 in Melbourne, Tantalus Media lays claim to being the oldest videogame
development studio remaining operational in Australia. Originally founded as a port-house (a studio
that takes games from one platform and ports them to another), the studio has used its technical
expertise to develop games for almost every platform released since the Super Nintendo
Entertainment System and has had success developing its own IP alongside its successful porting
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model. Over the years, Tantalus has worked with the world's biggest publishers, leading brands, and
franchises, including Sega, EA, Square, THQ, Atari and Eidos, along with Pixar, Warner Bros,
Nickelodeon and Cartoon Network. Tantalus claims that no other developer in Australia, and very few
in the world, can boast this breadth of partners.
The entire list of games developed by Tantalus is lengthy. The highlights include Wipeout for Sega
Saturn, Top Gear Rally for Game Boy Advance, Pony Friends for Nintendo DS, Unreal for Xbox, Zombi
for Xbox One, PS4, and PC, Mass Effect 3, Deus Ex: Human Revolution – Director’s Cut, and The Legend
of Zelda: Twilight Princess HD for Wii U. Tantalus continues to support development of its own IP, with
multi-million download Pony Trails available on iOS and Android, and additional titles yet to be
announced. Tantalus is currently developing Cities: Skylines for the platforms Xbox One, Windows 10,
and PS4, and is also bringing RiME and Sonic Mania to life on the Nintendo Switch.

Government funding or other support received
Tantalus Media has received funding and support from the Export Market Development Grants
(EMDG) scheme administered by Austrade, the Victorian TRIP Grant and the Australian Interactive
Games Fund (AIGF) administered by Screen Australia.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
According to the studio, these programs give a development studio the chance to follow leads, build
relationships, and secure funding agreements. Without the EMDG, TRIP, and AIGF programs, Tantalus
believes that it may well have stopped operating. The opportunities to attend trade shows,
conferences, and personal meetings that these programs helped facilitate would have been drastically
reduced and any one missed meeting or chance happenstance could have made the difference if
Tantalus wasn’t able to physically attend the touchstone points of the industry (almost all of which are
overseas). Tantalus believes that the economic benefit to keeping these several dozen highly
specialised jobs in Victoria has far outstripped any direct monetary incentive received by Tantalus in
the form of grants, evidenced by the studio winning a Governor of Victoria Export Award, and being a
finalist in the Australian Export Awards.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
According to Tantalus, the most important thing that Government funding helped create for the studio
is a sense of stability in times of industry paucity, turbulence, and upheaval. Because of this, Tantalus
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stated it has been able to retain a highly skilled workforce, spend time on research and development,
and maintain a baseline workload. Tantalus believes that the future for the studio looks bright, with
many projects on multiple platforms ongoing, and the opportunity for minor expansion to increase its
project bandwidth in the coming short-to-medium term.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
Tantalus has paid back 25% of its funding under the AIGF.

12. SMG Studio (NSW)
Description of development studio and games developed
SMG Studio was founded in 2013 as a subsidiary of Soap Creative to focus on its IP and original games
for mobile. With a founding team of 3 full-time employees, it has now grown to 16 full-time employees.
SMG Studio has released a wide range of games in 4 years. In 2017, it released its first console game,
which according to the studio, will be the first Australian built and published game to launch on the
Nintendo Switch. The following is a list of games developed by SMG Studio:
•

OTTTD: 300K purchases

•

One More Line: 10M downloads

•

Thumb Drift: 12M downloads

•

One More Dash: 5M downloads

•

One More Bounce: 2M downloads

•

Death Squared: Releasing for consoles in March

SMG Studio also builds and now publishes RISK: Global Domination for Hasbro. It is currently working
on a big film IP game with NBCU off the back of the success with Thumb Drift. According to the studio,
this will be SMG’s biggest game yet. SMG Studio also stated that it has helped a new studio (Premo
Games) publish their first game – One More Jump – giving them the ability to quit their casual jobs to
develop games full time.

Government funding or other support received
SMG Studio was one of the ten studios that received enterprise funding as part of the Screen Australia
Games grant. This was initially for $450K ($150K a year), of which 50% was to be repaid. After receiving
$300K and repaying $150K, SMG was acquired by Dentsu Aegis Network as part of the deal with parent
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company, Soap Creative. SMG Studio then stopped the last funding payment of $150K. Total
investment has only been $150k. SMG studio has also received travel funding for a trip to GDC from
Screen NSW of around $5K AUD. According to SMG, this trip was where it met Hasbro and allowed it
to win the RISK project ($1M AUD in revenue), which it has since taken over publishing for the game,
worth $1.2M in revenue per year. SMG also won another contract with them for US$300K.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
According to SMG, the studio received one of the lowest amounts on the enterprise side but this
allowed it to give the team a 12-month runway to develop owned games and not rely on fee for service
which it had previously worked on. The studio believes that, without this runway, it would have been
much riskier for SMG to dedicate a team for its own IP and forgo client work.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
SMG stated that, without the funding, the studio might not have started or, if it did, it would have
delayed much longer and it would have missed out on a lot of opportunities. According to SMG, 2018
will be the biggest year yet for SMG Studio.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
According to SMG, it has repaid 50% of its funding and it didn’t need the final 33%. Of the $450k
awarded, SMG only received $150K of that. SMG Studio stated that it has paid much more company
tax, and of the salaries it pays, it attributed much more personal income tax than it ever received. SMG
has also hired 4 people out of university in Australia and had students freelance for it as well as do
work experience.

13. Defiant Development (Queensland)
Description of development studio and games developed
Defiant Development is a Brisbane based studio that employs 25 full time staff. The studio is currently
working on Hand of Fate 2, as well as funding the development of a Hand of Fate board game (just
raised $490K on Kickstarter) and a Hand of Fate mobile title.

Government funding or other support received
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Defiant Development stated that, at various points, it received the following:
•

Funding by Screen Australia for its early proof of concept, Warco

•

Digital ignition grant of $50K for Heroes Call

•

Screen Australia Enterprise Funding of $550K

•

Screen Qld travel grants

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
Defiant believes that without the aid of the funding provided, there is no doubt that it would not be
at its current size or scale. According to the studio, over the last four years, it has grown the business
from a handful of part-time staff to over 20 full timers. Defiant also stated that it has built Australian
IP that is internationally recognised and turns over multiple millions each year, primarily in export
sales.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
Defiant stated that government funding allowed it to invest in making bigger games at a time when
the market was becoming swamped with smaller titles. According to the studio, this transition enabled
it to build a safe harbour in a growing but turbulent market and helped to build its business
internationally.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
Defiant is due to repay funding in 2018, at which point it will repay 100% of the loan portion of the
funding.

14. Wicked Witch Software (Victoria)
Description of development studio and games developed
Wicked Witch has been making successful video games since 2001 for nearly all formats. With a broad
background of interest and project delivery, Wicked Witch create original IP, either independently or
with investment partners, and work with domestic and international partners in a Work for Hire
capacity. Some games developed by Wicked Witch include Puzzle Wiz, Rugby Challenge 3, AFL Live 2,
Shane Warne King of Spin, Catapult King and Jet Run: City Defender.
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Government funding or other support received
Wicked Witch has received Government support a number of times, the most recent coming from Film
Victoria Production grants and Enterprise Funding as part of the Screen Australia Australian Interactive
Games Fund.

Importance of the Government funding or support and how it assisted the business
Wicked Witch stated that receiving this Government support allowed it to accelerate its growth,
primarily by developing its own IP. As an example, one of its self-published video games, Jet Run: City
Defender, has reached nearly 1 million downloads across iOS, Android and Amazon, with the game
also being featured world-wide on the Apple and Amazon storefronts.

How the Government funding or support benefited the studio moving forward into the future
Wicked Witch stated that its Film Victoria and Screen Australia funding enabled the studio to grow its
involvement in its own IP projects and diversify its product mix. Wicked Witch also experienced a
significant increase in the number of staff employed at the studio primarily due to this funding, as it
employed 10 people and sustained more permanent staff. It also has raised additional funding to
deliver 5 more mobile games thanks to the Government funding.

Percentage of AIGF funding paid back (if applicable)
Wicked Witch stated that it is still finalising and commercialising the final projects commenced with
the AIGF funding, so it has not yet paid back any of the loan component.
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B. Tax Offsets
Refundable tax offsets for video game development
IGEA supports the recommendation of the Senate Game on Report that the Federal Government
should introduce a refundable tax offset for Australian expenditure in the development of video
games. This recommendation echoes similar recommendations of several other bodies in the past,
including Screen Australia in its “Playing for Keeps” report,81 the State and Territory Screen Agency
Forum in its submission to the Federal Government Convergence Review, 82 and the Convergence
Review Committee itself in its final report for the Convergence Review.83 Interactive games developers
in Australia currently have limited access to incentivised regulatory or taxation frameworks, apart from
those that are available to all businesses. These more general initiatives include the Research and
Development Tax Incentive84 and support through other grants and services (such as via Austrade).
Unfortunately, there is no national support specifically for games development, whereas other screen
and creative industries, such as film and television, have long enjoyed several industry-specific
regulatory, tax and other support mechanisms on a Federal level. The highlight in this regard is the
Producer Offset,85 which is refundable tax offset that applies only to producers of Australian feature
films, television and related projects,86 with a 40% offset for feature films and a 20% offset for certain
television projects.87 This offset has benefited producers of Australian films and television projects for
many years, and this is not even considering the two other refundable tax offsets for film production:
The Location Offset and the Post, Digital and Visual effects (PDV) offset.88 In fact, IGEA was informed
that video games were removed from the eligibility criteria for the PDV offset, and had this not been
the case, video games development for consoles would be alive and well in Australia.

Screen Australia, Playing for Keeps: Enhancing sustainability in Australia’s interactive entertainment industry (2011)
<https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/24e18b4b-52ab-4c9f-8e4f-54a5fe89f53a/Report-playing-for-keeps.pdf>.
82 State and Territory Screen Agency Forum, Submission to the Convergence Review (2012) page 9.
83 Convergence Review Committee, Convergence Review: Final Report (30 March 2012)
<http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/1339_convergence.pdf> page 59, recommendation 17.
84 Department of Industry, Innovation and Science, R&D Tax Incentive (26 June 2017)
<https://www.business.gov.au/assistance/research-and-development-tax-incentive>
85 Screen Australia, Playing for Keeps: Enhancing sustainability in Australia’s interactive entertainment industry (2011)
<https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/24e18b4b-52ab-4c9f-8e4f-54a5fe89f53a/Report-playing-for-keeps.pdf> page 3.
86 Screen Australia, Producer Offset (2017) <https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/funding-and-support/producer-offset>.
87 Screen Australia, Guidelines: What is the Producer Offset (2017) < https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/funding-andsupport/producer-offset/guidelines/about-the-producer-offset>.
88 Department of Communications and the Arts, Tax rebates for film and television producers (2017)
<https://www.arts.gov.au/funding-and-support/tax-rebates-film-and-television-producers>.
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There doesn’t seem to be any cogent reason as to why these kinds of refundable tax offsets apply only
to selected screen and creative industries, with others such as video games being excluded entirely.
There is an argument to be made that this disparity is simply reflective of the Australian Government’s
history of neglecting the video games industry and not appreciating nor respecting its potential.

Extension of the producer offset and introduction of new tax offsets
The simple way that a refundable tax offset can be introduced for video game production is by, at a
minimum, extending the Australian Producer Offset to video game projects (with some adjustments
to ensure the scheme works appropriately for the development of video games). Alternatively, a brand
new, standalone tax offset for games development could be introduced. There are also strong reasons
as to why a location offset for the production of large-budget video games should be introduced, in
addition to placing video games back into the eligibility criteria for the PDV offset. Regardless of the
specific path taken, the introduction of some form or forms of tax offsets for the video games
development industry in Australia is key for the sustainable growth and international competitiveness
of the sector, with positive flow-on effects for Australia’s broader economy. Like with other forms of
content and technology, interactive games are often considered to be more financially risky and
therefore have not traditionally attracted high levels of investment. As was recognised by Screen
Australia, enhanced government support could mitigate the perceived risks and make the sector more
attractive to domestic and foreign investment.89
The introduction of tax offsets for games development in Australia has the capacity to assist studios in
becoming more competitive internationally. It creates financial incentives for projects with significant
commercial value, particularly high-end console games. Through attracting domestic and overseas
investment, games developers are more likely to build stable and sustainable studios which are critical
to long-term growth of the industry. Leveraging Australia’s geographic position will also assist in the
penetration of the Asian markets. The growth of games development locally will also attract talent and
bolster other industries that can take advantage of the skills and technology developed in the sector.
The GDAA and Screen Producers Australia have also argued for the extension of the Producer Offset
to interactive games on the basis that it will provide a smart and efficient, market-driven tax incentive
that will stimulate investment and the increased content creation in Australia, contributing to the longterm sustainability of the sector.

Screen Australia, Australian Interactive Games Fund: Options Paper for Comment (12 October 2012)
<https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/677b5266-eb3b-4b0f-98a5-54ffc261aabb/Games-Options-Paper-101212.pdf>.
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It is generally acknowledged that the Producer Offset tax regime has worked well to achieve the
original policy intention to: “...[H]elp the film and television industry to become more competitive and
responsive to audiences, and will be a major incentive for projects with significant commercial
potential...The [Offset] provides a substantial opportunity for producers to retain significant equity in
their productions and build stable and sustainable production companies, both important for the long
term growth of the film industry”.90 On the back of this success, Screen Australia recommended the
introduction of an Interactive Entertainment (Games) Offset with two levels of support: a 30% tax
credit on eligible expenditure with a minimum threshold expenditure of $500,000 and a 20% tax credit
on eligible expenditure with a minimum threshold expenditure of $200,000. 91 Screen Australia stated:
“Economic modelling of this proposed offset indicates that over a five-year period there would be an
additional investment of $146 million, of which $100 million would come from foreign sources. In the
medium- to high budget section of the industry analysed for this research, this would result in an
additional contribution of $76 million to Australia’s Gross Domestic Product and a 50 per cent increase
in the number of jobs”.92 The report also stated that the scheme would create up to 400 new jobs.
Evidence given throughout the Senate Game on inquiry further demonstrates the many benefits that
introducing a tax offset for games development would have for the Australian sector. The Senate
report does collate the evidence, but for the Committee’s benefit, IGEA will provide a summary:93
•

Black Lab stated, if tax credits were introduced for games production: “…[I]t would encourage
investment in the sector, which would lead to more projects with substantial budgets getting
off the ground, and in turn providing more employment and export opportunities”.94

•

Speaking about a Screen Australia report, Mighty Games stated that: “...[O]ffering an offset
of between 20% for projects under $500,000 and 30% for projects over $500,000, would
create more than 380 new jobs and would dramatically increases the number of people
working on high-end, triple-A games”.95

Senator Helen Coonan and Senator George Brandis SC, New producer incentive for Australian film and television productions, Joint
Media Release (8 May 2007).
91 Screen Australia, Playing for Keeps: Enhancing sustainability in Australia’s interactive entertainment industry (2011)
<https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/24e18b4b-52ab-4c9f-8e4f-54a5fe89f53a/Report-playing-for-keeps.pdf> page 27.
92 Ibid page 3.
93 Senate Game on Report (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report> pages 46-47.
94 Black Lab Games, Submission to Senate Environment and Communications References Committee (10 September 2015)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/DocumentStore.ashx?id=c67bc3f3-1a40-4e7a-a6ee-b655282938d3&subId=401883> page 2.
95 Mighty Games Group, Submission to Senate Environment and Communications References Committee (18 September 2015)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/DocumentStore.ashx?id=2c638c85-8dd4-4d7d-b409-da96b01f0a5f&subId=402662> page 6.
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International examples of tax offsets for games production
There are several countries that have tax or producer offsets in place for video games development,
including the United Kingdom, Canada (at provincial levels), France and the United States of America
(at state levels), and there is clear evidence on the success of these offsets for boosting local games
sectors. In a similar vein to games funding, this puts every single development studio in Australia at a
distinct disadvantage to those studios that do benefit from tax relief. A key factor as to why almost all
overseas owned AAA development houses closed in Australia during the GFC was that it became too
costly to develop games here, and as a result, other countries with tax incentive schemes in place for
games development became more viable than ever before to either relocate to or to ramp-up existing
business operations within. According to our members, Australia is very rarely in the conversation
when discussions take place about the international expansion of development studios. Without a tax
or producer offset scheme in place that offers similar benefits to studios in other countries, Australia
will almost certainly never be a viable option for AAA publishers and game companies to set up
development studios in. The Senate Game on Report summarises some of these global tax incentives,
but as the report is now 450 days old, IGEA will provide an up-to-date list of this information below.

United Kingdom
The UK has a tax relief scheme for British films, high-end television programmes, animation
programmes, children’s television programmes and video games.96 The video games tax relief system
was implemented from 1 April 2014 to complement the film tax reliefs introduced in 2007, both of
which are managed by HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) and the British Film Institution (BFI). The
scheme offers tax relief for video games development “on qualifying UK/EEA [European Economic
Area] production expenditure on the lower of either 80% of the total core expenditure or the actual
UK/EEA core expenditure incurred”. 97 Core expenditure is defined as spending towards design,
production and testing of the video game. There is no cap on the amount that can be claimed.
Successful companies are entitled to an additional deduction in calculating taxable profits or to
surrender losses for a payable tax credit where additional deduction results in a loss (at a 25% rate).98
Developers can apply for interim British video games certification for tax relief at any point before or

BFI Film, British certification and tax relief (2017) <http://www.bfi.org.uk/supporting-uk-film/british-certification-tax-relief>.
BFI, About UK creative industry tax reliefs (2017) <http://www.bfi.org.uk/film-industry/british-certification-tax-relief/about-taxrelief>.
98 HMRC, Corporation Tax: Creative Industry Tax Reliefs (21 October 2016) <https://www.gov.uk/guidance/corporation-tax-creativeindustry-tax-reliefs#video-games-tax-relief-vgtr>.
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during production, which is necessary to claim tax relief during development, after which a final
application must be submitted once development of the game has concluded.99
There are several requirements that must be met before a developer can access this tax relief. The
first is satisfying the British Video Games Cultural Test. 100 To apply for the test, there are initial
threshold requirements. The development company must be registered with the Companies House
(body responsible for incorporating companies) and be within the UK corporate tax net. The company
must be established and incorporated prior to the beginning of design and development of the game
and “have responsibility for all aspects of the video game making process from design and
development through to testing and delivery”.101 Once these requirements are satisfied, the BFI then
determines whether the video game in question is considered “British” by applying a 31-point cultural
test, of which a project must acquire at least 16-points. The test has four sections: (A) Cultural content
(i.e. is the game set in the UK? Does it have lead British characters?), (B) Cultural contribution (i.e. does
the game represent British creativity or heritage?), (C) Cultural hubs (i.e. does 50% of conceptual
development, storyboarding, design, etc. take place in the UK?) and (D) Personnel (i.e. is 1 of the 3
lead project leaders, scriptwriters, etc. an EEA citizen or resident?).102 Last, the game must be intended
for public release and “At least 25% of the core expenditure must take place in the UK/EEA”.103
UK’s video games tax relief scheme has been very successful. Figures published by HMRC in July 2017
indicate, in 2016-17, 90 video games received tax relief and GBP£73 million in total was paid out to
280 claims from these productions (each game can make several tax relief claims), projects of which
comprised GBP£163 million in UK expenditure alone.104 Since the scheme was introduced in 2014, 295
video games have successfully claimed tax relief, with almost GBP£119 million being paid out to 420
claims from these productions, supporting UK expenditure totalling GBP£693 million (total
expenditure was GBP£886 million). Although the number and expenditure of games claiming tax relief
in 2016-17 are not final and will increase as the HMRC receives more claims, the graph below from
HMRC demonstrates how these figures have increased substantially between 2014-15 and 2015-16:

BFI, The cultural test for video games (2017) <http://www.bfi.org.uk/film-industry/british-certification-tax-relief/cultural-testvideo-games>.
100 Ibid.
101 BFI, The cultural test for video games (2017) <http://www.bfi.org.uk/film-industry/british-certification-tax-relief/cultural-testvideo-games>.
102 BFI, Summary of points – cultural test for video games (2017) <http://www.bfi.org.uk/film-industry/british-certification-taxrelief/cultural-test-video-games/summary-points-cultural-test-video-games>.
103 BFI, About UK creative industry tax reliefs (2017) <http://www.bfi.org.uk/film-industry/british-certification-tax-relief/about-taxrelief>.
104 HMRC, Creative Industry Statistics: July 2017 (July 2017)
<https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/630501/July_2017_Commentary_Creative_Indus
tries_Statistics2.pdf> pages 7, 16-17.
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HMRC also created another chart that demonstrates the increase in the number of claims for games
tax relief (up by 115% from 2015/16) and the amount paid out in response (up by 60% from 2015/16).
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The significant increase in the sheer number of claims for video games tax relief demonstrates the
demand and overall importance of the scheme to UK developers. The relief paid out promotes the
financial outlook of individual video game productions, thereby facilitating the overall sustainability of
studios and promoting the development of future video games. And of course, because the tax relief
received is contingent on there being a minimum of 25% core UK production expenditure, with relief
available for the lesser of 80% of total core expenditure or actual UK core expenditure, companies are
very much encouraged to increase the amount of UK core expenditure incurred. This directly
contributes to the UK economy, including by increasing local staff hires, promoting UK investment and
enabling UK games companies to compete strongly with the world.
Dr Jo Twist, CEO of UKIE (industry body for the UK games and interactive entertainment), said the
following about the UK’s games tax relief scheme: “The landscape of the UK games sector would be
completely different without the evident contribution of the Video Games Tax Relief. The VGTR
directly creates jobs, fuels technical and creative innovation, and allows the UK to be a real global
player in the games and interactive entertainment sector. Government support, particularly through
the tax relief, is a huge contributor to what makes the UK games industry globally competitive…The
certainty the scheme gives to the sector is vital in continuing to drive investment, employment,
innovation, and to maintaining the competitiveness of our sector.”105 The UK industry now employs
12,600 staff in 1,000 organisations,106 contributing GBP£1.6 billion to the UK’s GDP in 2016. 107

Canada
Many Canadian provinces, including British Columbia,108 Manitoba,109 Nova Scotia,110 Ontario,111 and
Quebec,112 provide competitive tax incentives for games development as digital media.
Ontario introduced the Ontario Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit (OIDMTC). The OIDMTC is a
refundable tax credit for the development of interactive digital media products, such as digital games,

Dr Jo Twist, £73m in Video Games Tax Relief paid in 2016/17, latest figures show (20 July 2017)
<http://ukie.org.uk/news/2017/07/%C2%A373m-video-games-tax-relief-paid-201617-latest-figures-show>.
106 TIGA, TIGA’s Plan to Increase Employment in the UK Video Games Industry by 40% by 2022 (4 May 2017)
<http://tiga.org/news/tigas-plan-to-increase-employment-in-the-uk-video-games-industry-by-40-by-2022>.
107 Power Up Gaming, UK Gaming Industry Positioned for Strong Growth in 2017 (8 January 2017)
<http://powerupgaming.co.uk/2017/01/08/uk-gaming-industry-positioned-for-strong-growth-in-2017/>.
108 British Columbia <http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/taxes/income-taxes/corporate/credits/interactive-digital-media>.
109 Manitoba <https://www.gov.mb.ca/jec/busdev/financial/midmtc/index.html>.
110 Nova Scotia
<http://www.novascotia.ca/finance/en/home/taxation/tax101/businesstax/corporateincometax/digitalmediataxcredit.aspx>.
111 OMDC <http://www.omdc.on.ca/interactive/Tax_Credits/OIDMTC.htm>.
112 Quebec <http://www.investquebec.com/quebec/en/financial-products/smbs-and-large-corporations/tax-credits/production-ofmultimedia-titles.html>.
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in Ontario.113 The credit is available to Canadian corporations, whether Canadian or foreign-owned,
that develop a video game product at a permanent establishment in Ontario. A game is only eligible if
its primary purpose is either to entertain the user or to educate users under the age of 12.114
The OIDMTC consists of three tax credits.115 The first, a 35% tax credit, applies to “specified products”
developed under a fee-for-service arrangement, with the relief only extends to Ontario labour costs.
The second, a 40% tax credit, applies to “non-specified products”, whereby the corporation is
developing and marketing their own product. This credit will extend to labour, marketing and
distribution expenses. Marketing and distribution costs are eligible where they are incurred in the twoyear period before and one year after the game’s completion. For both credits, labour costs incurred
in three years preceding the game’s market-ready completion can be claimed, extending to salaries
and wages for employees residing in Ontario but only where the costs are paid for services rendered
at a permanent Ontario establishment and are attributable to development. Both specified and nonspecified products must also meet an 80/25 rule, wherein 25% of the development labour “must be
attributable to eligible wages of employees of the qualifying corporation” and 80% of the development
labour “must be attributable to eligible wages and eligible remuneration paid to individuals, personal
corporations, or sole proprietorships that do not have employees”.
Lastly, a 35% tax credit is available to either qualifying or specialised digital game corporations for
labour expenditures. Qualifying digital corporations are defined as incurring “a minimum $1 million of
eligible Ontario labour costs over a three- year period for fee-for-service work done in Ontario that is
directly related to the development of a digital game”, whereas specialised digital game corporations
“are those that have either 80% of Ontario payroll or 90% of annual revenues attributable to
interactive digital media game development with a minimum of $1 million of Ontario labour
expenditures in the taxation year directly attributable to the development of eligible digital games”.
For all tax credit levels, there is no cap on the labour costs eligible for relief and there is also no perproject or annual corporate limits on the amount of the credit that may be claimed, although
marketing and distribution costs incurred on non-specified projects are subject to a $100,000 cap.
British Columbia is another great example of provincial-level Canadian Government support of games
development through tax relief. The Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit (IDMTC) is available to

OMDC, Tax Credits (2017) <http://www.omdc.on.ca/interactive/Tax_Credits.htm>.
Ontario Ministry of Finance, Ontario Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit Bulletin (2 November 2015)
<http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/credit/oidmtc/bulletin-nov-2-2015.html>.
115 OMDC, Ontario Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit (2017) <http://www.omdc.on.ca/interactive/Tax_Credits/OIDMTC.htm>.
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qualifying companies that develop interactive media products, including video games, in British
Columbia. 116 The credit is set at a rate of 17.5% of salary and wages incurred to produce the game in
the year and is managed by the Income Taxation Branch. Salary and wage expenses are only eligible if
they are directly attributable to the production of the game in question and paid to individuals who
are residents of British Columbia. Corporations can apply for the IDMTC if they have a permanent
establishment in British Columbia, are a taxable Canadian company for the year and incur more than
$100,000 in salaries and wages. Additionally, corporations will only be eligible if either their principal
business is developing interactive digital media products generally or substantially all their business
consists of “providing eligible activities to corporations that have a permanent establishment in B.C.
and whose principal business is developing interactive digital media products”.117
After coming into effect in 2010, the IDMTC was set to expire in 2015. However, there was a strong
outreach of support from the BC digital media industry for the scheme, with many urging the
Government to extend it to a later date. The Straight composed an article on 11 February 2014,118
collating an array of anecdotal evidence from stakeholders about the positive benefits of the scheme:
•

Howard Donaldson of DigiBC stated they were happy about the IDMTC scheme as it helped
stop the bleeding, as “more than 5,000 industry jobs have been lost in the province since
2008”. He also suggested that, for each person working in the video games industry, “two
additional jobs are created, with vendors that contribute to the creation of games and
businesses that support developers”.

•

George Heyman, the Member of the Legislative Assembly for Vancouver-Fairview, told the
Straight that “Studies have shown that tax credits bring in more revenue than they distribute,
and they increase employment in related industries”.

•

Todd Tessier of Recon Instruments provided that the IDMTC was “not a subsidy, but a
competitive fiscal policy that is sustainable”.

•

Lance Davis of Slant Six Games, which ceased operations in 2013, stated “I can unequivocally
say…if we’d had the benefit of [the IDMTC] perhaps one year before, there’s a strong
possibility Slant Six would be here today”.

British Columbia, Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit (2017) <http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/taxes/incometaxes/corporate/credits/interactive-digital-media>.
117 British Columbia, Frequently Asked Questions (2017) <http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/taxes/incometaxes/corporate/credits/interactive-digital-media/idm-faqs>.
118 Straight, Video game developers want B.C. to renew Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit (11 February 2014)
<http://www.straight.com/life/584451/video-game-developers-want-bc-renew-interactive-digital-media-tax-credit>.
116
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Because of this campaign, the Liberal Government announced they would extend the tax credit
scheme to 31 August 2018.119 In fact, the Government’s 2017 budget also proposes to extend the
IDMTC to include virtual and augmented reality (AR) projects, 120 which are being pioneered by the
video games industry thanks to the success of headsets such as the PlayStation VR, Oculus Rift and
HTC Vive. After the announcement, DigiBC stated: “The IDMTC encourages innovative technology
companies to establish global and regional headquarters in B.C., bringing high-paying jobs that benefit
the entire economy. The continuance of the tax credit will lead to continued success, a stronger
industry sector, and a leadership position in one of the world's fastest growing industries.”121
It is no surprise then, thanks to the large levels of support from Canada’s provinces, that the games
development sector in the country is growing fast. Harvey Donaldson of DigiBC suggested that, after
the increase of video games tax credits in Quebec to 30%, employment numbers in the local industry
doubled.122 Additionally, the Entertainment Software Association of Canada releases statistics on the
size of the Canadian games sector every two years. When considered together, these numbers paint
a very health picture for the industry across the entire country.123 In 2011, about 15,700 people were
employed in the Canadian games industry, with 348 active companies operating at the time. In 2013,
while the number of companies dropped to 329, the number of those employed increased to 16,500.
Today, Canada’s games industry employs over 20,400 people, with 472 active studios in the country.
This growth in employment is significant, totalling to around 12% from 2011 to 2016. A large part of
this growth is undoubtedly thanks to the favourable provincial tax relief regimes, with many large
games companies either establishing new studios in the country (i.e. Bethesda in Quebec, Microsoft
in British Columbia, Gearbox Software in Quebec) or simply continuing to grow and succeed (i.e.
Electronic Arts in British Columbia, BioWare in Alberta and Quebec, Capcom in British Columbia,
Ubisoft in Quebec). As a result, the country ranks third in the world for developing video games, just
behind powerhouses US and Japan, with the industry adding over CAD$3 billion to Canada’s GDP each
year and employing people at an average salary of over CAD$71,000. 124

British Columbia, Budget Speech 2015 (2015) <http://bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/2015/speech/2015_Budget_Speech.pdf>.
British Columbia, Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit (2017) <http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/taxes/incometaxes/corporate/credits/interactive-digital-media>.
121 Straight, B.C. budget keeps tax credit for video game developers until 2018 (17 February 2015)
<http://www.straight.com/blogra/392736/bc-budget-keeps-tax-credit-video-game-developers-until-2018>.
122 Straight, Video game developers want B.C. to renew Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit (11 February 2014)
<http://www.straight.com/life/584451/video-game-developers-want-bc-renew-interactive-digital-media-tax-credit>.
123 ESA Canada, Essential Facts (2011-16) <http://theesa.ca/resources/essential-facts/>.
124 ESA Canada, Essential Facts 2016 (2016) <http://theesa.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/2016_booklet_Web.compressed2.pdf>.
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United States of America
IGEA would also like to provide the following case study on EA Tiburon, which provides an overview of
the significant benefits that have accrued to the state of Florida in terms of employment and income
in the games sector because of the introduction of a production tax offset for games development.

Case Study – Digital Media Incentives in Florida: Development, Growth and Success
In 1998, Electronic Arts (EA) bought Tiburon Entertainment, a typical garage based start-up located in
Maitland, Florida, to develop a football interactive game and quickly grew the studio to 100
employees, a fortuitous decision that would ultimately lead to the rise of a digital media ecosystem in
Florida. Soon after EA’s purchase of Tiburon and the concomitant nationwide rise of the digital media
industry, state competition for the industry’s high skill, high wage jobs began in earnest. Louisiana,
which adopted the nation’s first film and television incentive program, was a prime example,
expanding its incentive program in 2005 to include development of interactive games. Recognising
they had begun to lose ground to other states, Florida lawmakers added interactive digital media to
the existing film and entertainment incentive program in 2007. The incentive program, which began
with funding of $US2.4 million in 2004, had grown to $US25 million in the year that digital media was
added. EA was one of the companies that took advantage of this incentive to support growth.
EA’s presence in Florida began to have an effect. EA partnered with the University of Central Florida
(UCF) to create a video game development school, the Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy. EA
also worked with Full Sail University and the Ringling School of Design. This helped develop the regional
workforce by cultivating graduates with science, technology, engineering, and mathematics skills,
valuable to not just EA, but to the entertainment, modelling, simulation, and defence industries. This
activity was part of creating a regional digital ecosystem in Media and Technology, which brings
together leadership and mentoring, technology, capital, government and policy, and a support
network. As EA began to grow in Florida, other states began to compete for the industry’s valuable
jobs. In response, in 2010, the Florida Legislature updated the program from a cash incentive program
to a tax credit program to keep up with the competition from other states. The program was originally
allocated $US242 million in multiyear tax credits, representing a greater than 300 percent increase in
incentives relative to the $US73 million provided under the original incentive program.
The updated tax credit program operates as follows:
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•

No earlier than 180 days prior to the project start date, a production company may apply to
Office of Film and Entertainment (OFE) for certification of tax credits based upon the project’s
estimated qualified expenditures

•

Qualified expenditures include production expenditures for goods purchased or leased from,
or services provided by, a Florida vendor or supplier, as well as wages paid to Florida residents

•

OFE must review the application within 15 days after receipt and, if the application contains
all the required information, recommend the applicant to the Department of Revenue for the
maximum tax credit award. The Department of Revenue is required to, within 5 days, either
reject the recommendation or certify the applicant for the tax credit award

•

Tax credits for projects are allocated on a first come, first serve basis, according to three
queues: the general production queue, the commercial and music video queue, and the
independent and emerging media production queue. Digital media, film and television
projects are funded in the general production queue, which receives 94 percent of all
incentive funding. A project must have at least US$625,000 in qualified expenditures to be
eligible for funding in the general production queue

•

The baseline tax credit incentive for projects in the general production queue is calculated at
20 percent of qualified expenditures, up to US$8 million. Additional tax credit bonuses are
provided for employing digital media students or graduates, incurring at least 50 percent of
the project’s qualified expenditures to a digital media production facility, and producing
“family friendly” projects. A project may not receive tax credits totalling more than 30 percent
of its actual qualified expenditures

•

After the project is completed and all expenditures are made, the production company must
have an independent certified public accountant conduct a compliance audit to verify the
amount of actual qualified expenditures. This final, verified amount represents the basis from
which to calculate the final tax credit award.

•

If the production company cannot benefit from the tax credit due to a lack of tax obligation,
the production company may sell them to an entity that does have an obligation, or transfer
the credit back to the state for 90 percent of the tax credit’s face value.

In 2011 and 2012, Florida allocated an additional US$12 million and US$42 million, respectively, to the
tax credit program, increasing the total tax credits allocated under the program to US$296 million.
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The updated tax credit program resulted in a resurgence of film and television industries in Florida,
and growth in digital media. But EA did more than just create internal jobs. The ripple effect from EA’s
presence and growth in the region is palpable. Here are a few points to consider:
•

A former EA Tiburon leader went on to lead UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy
to become one of the most highly acclaimed video game development schools in the nation

•

Former EA leaders went on to create companies such as Shiver Entertainment, 360Ed, and
Row Sham Bow, Inc., and opened a new Zynga studio in Florida. Other companies began to
form around this digital media cluster

•

In 2013, EA partnered with UCF to create the EA Sports Innovation Lab

•

Central Florida is ALSO home to Indienomicon, an organisation dedicated to bringing
awareness to the “excitement, culture and incredible talent of the indie [video game]
developers of Central Florida.” The body features dozens of independent game companies

•

The region also hosts a now annual event called “Indie Galactic Space Jam,” which brings
together scientists and others from the space travel industry (such as NASA scientists) and
game developers to rapidly prototype video games with a space travel theme

•

EA leaders have also co-created a technology co-working space, called CANVS, that serves the
region and which has become home to 75 technology start-ups and other companies. CANVS
hosts dozens of technology industry events each month and has recently become the
headquarters of a newly formed accelerator fund to support the growth of technology
companies

•

EA Tiburon is also helping to sponsor and, through its participation, launch OrlandoiX, a first
of its kind of event celebrating the interactive digital media industry in the region. The
inaugural event is expected to draw thousands of visitors, and will feature a gaming arena
with game playing tournaments, game building challenges and a game expo with a gaming
speaker series.

In summary, what began as a three-person start-up grew to 100 with the acquisition by EA and the
building of the team to create the Madden Football video game franchise. The EA Tiburon studio, with
the success of the incentive and the cultivation of the regional talent pool, then grew to 600
employees. Because the program was so successful, the State of Florida extended the program for
another year, and EA responded, bringing new titles to the studio. By 2012, the studio had grown to
approximately 825 Floridians working in its studio, with an average salary greater than the US$90,000
industry average in Florida, and far above the average wage of approximately US$41,000.
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C. Co-Working Spaces
Importance of Co-Working Spaces for Games Development
IGEA supports the Senate Game on Report’s call that the Australian Government, in conjunction with
States and Territories, encourage and financially contribute towards the creation of shared co-working
spaces for the video games development industry. Collaborative workspaces or “innovation clusters”
enable many different developers, studios and game companies to rent desks or offices within the
same building, work on their businesses and develop games in a collaborative environment. The
benefits of creating such spaces for the games development industry are immense. Economies of scale
are encouraged in terms of resources, interaction, collaboration and knowledge-sharing. The
importance of being able to network, build industry connections and foster both employment and
business opportunities with others in the space should not be overlooked. Hubs can create a centre of
activity for allowing visiting companies and organisations, including potential investors, to support
localised development initiatives. Additionally, co-working spaces frequently offer useful services such
as the renting of office spaces or desks at subsidised rates, access to high speed internet and other
technology, access to meeting and board rooms, formal and informal business support (i.e. legal,
taxation marketing and financial support), and mentorship and training initiatives. Rent subsidies are
particularly important for individual developers or new start-ups that require the facilities but perhaps
do not have the required capital to do so. And of course, with the slow rollout of the National
Broadband Network (NBN) across the country, the ability to access high speed internet is critical,
especially for game studios who frequently require high upload and download speeds to update
software, work remotely and develop games with others around the world.

Examples of Co-Working Spaces
We have already seen the creation of shared co-working spaces specifically for games development
across certain Australian States and Territories, although the instances where the Government is
financially contributing to these spaces is low. One of the best examples in this regard is “The Arcade”
in Melbourne, which receives financial assistance from Film Victoria. The Arcade has been described
as “…a not for profit co-working space for Australia's digital games community based in Melbourne
which houses a gamification workshop space encouraging projects from non-entertainment industries
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to leverage games methodologies, technologies and psychologies”.125 A new collaborative workspace
in Canberra called “Game Plus” has also recently opened, 126 although this is an initiative of the
Academy for Interactive Entertainment (AIE) in conjunction with industry partners. New workspaces
like “Level Up” are also planned for cities such as Sydney, Brisbane and Perth.127
Looking internationally, the development of innovation clusters is a strategy that has been used with
success in many Scandinavian countries, including Finland, which boasts seven regional games
clusters, many funded by support through the European Union. 128 Hubs are currently in Turku,
Tampere, Oulu, Kajaani, Joensuu, Kotka and Kouvola and there are also plans to set up clusters in
Jyväskylä and Rovaniemi. Further examples of game development co-working spaces include129 Tech
Valley Game Space (Troy, New York),130 Game Assembly (Manchester, New Hampshire),131 Philly Game
Forge (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), 132 Buffalo Game Space (Buffalo, New York), 133 Indie Game
Collective (Cambridge, Massachusetts), 134 Indies Workshop (Seattle, Washington), 135 Playhubs
(London, England),136 GamePlaySpace (Montreal, Canada),137 GameNest (San Francisco, California), 138
Glitch City (Los Angeles, California),139 Brighton Game Collective (Brighton, England),140 Bento Miso
(Toronto, Canada) 141 and Warp Zone Louisville (Louisville, Kentucky).142

Evidence for the Benefits of Co-Working Spaces
IGEA supports the Federal Government to work with state and territory level governments to allocate
funding towards the creation of co-working spaces in areas where there are no, or perhaps a limited
number, of co-working spaces for games development already present. Financially and resource wise,
founding and maintaining these development hubs are not an insignificant endeavour. While industry

Invest Victoria, ICT – Games (2015) <http://www.invest.vic.gov.au/opportunities/informationcandccommunicationctechnologyc
ict/digitalcgames> (accessed 10 August 2015).
126 Game Plus (2017) <http://gameplus.com.au/#about>.
127 Level Up <http://levelup.thoughtworks.com/>.
128 Tekes, The Game Industry of Finland (2015) <https://www.tekes.fi/globalassets/ohjelmat-japalvelut_uusin/skene/brochure/game-industry-finland-brochure-2015.pdf.pdf> page 24.
129 See HackVT, Game dev Specific Coworking Spaces
<https://www.reddit.com/r/gamedev/comments/4s3zf8/game_dev_specific_coworking_spaces/>.
130 Tech Valley Game Space <http://www.techvalleygamespace.com/>.
131 Game Assembly <https://gameassembly.org/>.
132 Philly Game Forge <http://phillygameforge.com/>.
133 Buffalo Game Space < https://buffalogamespace.com/misc/index>.
134 Indie Game Collective <http://www.indiegamecollective.org/>.
135 Indies Workshop <http://indiesworkshop.com/>.
136 Playhubs <http://playhubs.com/>.
137 Game Play Space <http://gameplayspace.com/>.
138 GameNest <http://thegamenest.com/>.
139 Glitch City < http://glitch.city/>.
140 Brighton Game Collective <http://brightongamecollective.com/>.
141 Bento Miso <https://bentomiso.com/>.
142 Warp Zone Louisville <http://louisvillemakesgames.org/warpzone/>.
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partnerships have helped create some co-working spaces, government funding and support is still
critically important to fill the void, especially when one considers the immense benefits that spaces
such as The Arcade have had for residing developers. Anecdotal evidence on the benefits of co-working
spaces have been collated in the Senate Game on Report,143 and IGEA would like to see these benefits
extended to developers in other Australian states and territories. For the convenience of the
Committee, some of these testimonials will be included below;
•

The GDAA stated the following about The Arcade: “The facility encourages interaction and
knowledge sharing, and the success of the initiative is evident in the large number of products
that have been released to the global market from resident businesses, and the amount of
new intellectual properties conceived and developed in the space. At the time of writing, 26
companies comprising 90 individuals are established in The Arcade, and 32 games have
shipped from the facility in its two-years of operation. Additionally, The Arcade has become a
centralised space for visiting companies, including Kickstarter, Facebook, Google and Apple,
as a means of reaching a large number of content creators in one location. These same
companies share strategies, ideas and extend support with the local sector, building
invaluable relationships. The Arcade also hosts regular skills development workshops with
invitations extended to games practitioners and creative outside of the games sector. Finally,
The Arcade enjoys strong relationships with several tertiary education providers, extending
the resources of the facility to students, and is regularly attended by representatives of
Creative Victoria, the Victorian government's creative industries department”.144

•

Lauren Clinnick of Lumi Consulting stated the following about the Arcade: “…[B]eing in the
same building means that if somebody from another company has a marketing question, they
walk down the hallway and they ask me…I do not have to travel to them. So the proximity is
wonderful—the sense of community. If someone is having a challenge, or even just a moment
of doubt, they can always talk to other people that are in The Arcade… There are many stories
in The Arcade of someone walking past, being impressed, seeing what someone is doing at
the hot-desking space, and that is a way of risk-managing the employment for that person
and then they end up getting a job.”145

Senate Game on Report (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report> pages 55-58.
144 GDAA, Submission to Senate Environment and Communications References Committee (18 September 2015)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/DocumentStore.ashx?id=3769392e-1795-4d9a-8330-155483f2946e&subId=402690> page 16.
145 Lauren Clinnick, Lumi Consulting, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (19 February 2016)
page 42.
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•

Paul Stapelberg of Well Placed Cactus stated the following about the Arcade: “...[I]t has helped
us create one of our office hubs here in Melbourne which we work from constantly…[W]e are
looking to move our desks around to accommodate the extra people we are bringing on…The
Arcade has helped us gain new business roughly to the value of $300,000…[I]t is good to be
close to people and see them every day.”146

•

Neil Rennison of Tin Man games stated the following about the Arcade: “We have a part-time
artist on our team, and I know for a fact that he is working with three other groups of game
developers within The Arcade. He is building his skills, working on other projects and learning
tech and tricks that he is then bringing to my business. Conversely, the stuff he is learning with
us is going to these other businesses.”147

Additionally, there is no reason that co-working spaces need to be located in major cities or restricted
solely to games development. With the increase of jobs and infrastructure in regional areas being a
big issue for Government, appropriate regional areas can be provided with a potential economic boost,
attracting local employment (particularly youth employment) and innovation through technologybased clusters, which may also encourage the regional creation of film and television content. With
sufficient broadband infrastructure, interactive games development can occur anywhere and anytime.
IGEA is aware of one games developer based in Noosa, Queensland, who relocated from Brisbane to
set up their studio. They noted that the main challenge to moving to a regional centre was the need
for high-speed broadband infrastructure.

7.

Conclusion

IGEA would like to thank the Committee for being able to participate in this inquiry into Australian film
and television. We hope the Committee appreciates the challenges that video games development
faces in Australia and adopts all the recommendations of the Senate Game on and HoR Innovation and
Creativity Report. These recommendations, from implementing funding for games developers, to
introducing tax offsets for games development, and to encouraging the creation of co-working spaces,
are absolutely crucial to help grow and sustain Australia’s games development industry.

Paul Stapelberg, Well Placed Cactus, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (19 February
2016) page 43.
147 Neil Rennison, Tin Man Games, Senate Environment and Communications References Committee Hansard (19 February 2016)
page 43.
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APPENDIX A – AUSTRALIAN MARKET DATA
The Australian video and computer games industry generated $2.958 billion in revenue in 2016, a four
per cent increase on 2015 sales. The industry saw a total of $1.065 billion in traditional retail sales,
with an additional $1.893 billion in digital and mobile sales last year.
The IGEA’s commissioned research from NPD Group Australia showed that, in 2016:148
•

Video and computer games generated $1.065 billion in traditional retail sales in 2016, a 16%
decrease on 2015 sales

•

The primary area for growth in retail sales was in accessories for current generation consoles
PS4 and Xbox One, which was up 25% on 2015

•

Games classified MA15+ sold the highest number of units in 2016, reflecting the 33-year-old
average age of Australian game players

•

55% of games sold received an unrestricted classification (G, PG or M)

Further industry key highlights by independent research firm Telsyte evidenced:149
•

Video and computer games generated $1.893 billion in digital sales in 2016, a 19% increase
on 2015

•

While mobile is still the largest part of the digital pie (up 14%), the biggest growth is coming
from downloads of full games and additional content (up 26%)

•

Downloadable content (DLC) is a popular way to extend the life of a game and experienced
31% growth on 2015 sales

Research based on NPD & Telsyte, cited at IGEA, Taking it up a level: Australian video game industry generates $2.958B in 2016
(28 February 2017) <http://www.igea.net/2017/02/taking-in-up-a-level-australian-video-game-industry-generates-2-958b-in2016/>.
149 Ibid.
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Australian Video Game Industry Value
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Key Findings: Digital Australia 2018
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APPENDIX B – INFOGRAPHIC: A SNAPSHOT OF THE AUSTRALIAN VIDEO
GAME DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY150

IGEA, Infographic: A snapshot of the Australian Video Game Development Industry (21 December 2016)
http://www.igea.net/2016/12/infographic-a-snapshot-of-the-australian-video-game-development-industry/>.
150
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APPENDIX C – SENATE ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS
REFERENCES COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS151
Recommendation 1
5.14 The committee recommends that the Australian Government introduce a funding scheme based
on the former Australian Interactive Games Fund.
Recommendation 2
5.20 The committee recommends the introduction of a refundable tax offset for Australian
expenditure in the development of game titles. A review of the operation of the offset should be
undertaken at least two years after the offset commences.
Recommendation 3
5.26 The committee recommends that the Australian Government encourage, and contribute financial
assistance for, the creation of shared working spaces modelled on The Arcade in other locations. This
support should be contingent on co-funding provided by a state government and further evidence that
the state government supports the growth of a video game development industry in its state.
5.27 The committee further recommends that the Australian Government consider the viability of
establishing an innovation hub for video game development and other technology startups in a
regional centre.
Recommendation 4
5.29 To encourage the further uptake of 'serious games' in health care, education and other sectors,
and production of these games by the Australian video game development industry, the committee
recommends that the Australian Government facilitate dialogue between video game industry
associations and groups that use, or could potentially use, serious games.
Recommendation 5

Senate Game on Report (29 April 2016)
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Video_game_industry/
Report> page vii.
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5.33 The committee recommends that the Australian Government consider the tax implication of
crowd-sourced funding for startups, including whether temporary tax relief should be available for
income that new businesses gain from crowd-sourced funding.
Recommendation 6
5.39 The committee recommends that the Australian Government develop a discussion paper and
consult on the utility of the Export Market Development Grants scheme for businesses that operate in
the digital economy.
Recommendation 7
5.44 When considering and reviewing measures to support the industry, the committee recommends
that the Australian Government take into account whether the industry is improving the diversity of
its workforce and is providing fair employment conditions.
Recommendation 8
5.48 The committee recommends that the Australian Government commit to rolling out 21st century
broadband infrastructure.
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